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Dear
Investors
As many of you may be aware, UIA was put
in place by Act of Parliament, the Investment
Code 1991, with the mandate to promote
and facilitate investors both local and foreign
operating in partnership with the private
sector to drive national economic growth
and development.
UIA provides business information to both
potential and existing investors through
promotion, facilitation, policy advocacy,
industrial park development and now the
development of Small and Medium Enterprise
through training and district networking.
Through a focussed approach and in
conformity with the National Development
Plan 11 (Two) focusing on the Mission
2040, UIA promotes sectors which include:
Agriculture/Agro processing, tourism,
mineral beneficiation and Information and
Communication technology. The services
include: Finance, Health and Education. A
cross section of these was showcased at
the networking exhibition UIA organised
during the Investment Week to commemorate 25 years of UIA’s existence. The value
of investment has become significant over
the years, as you will read in detail in this
publication. This is testimony to an improving
investment climate.
I am glad to inform you that Uganda Investment
Authority is a One Stop Centre for investor
facilitation comprising Uganda Investment
Authority (UIA), Uganda Revenue Authority
(URA), Uganda Registration Business
Services (URBS), National Environment
Authority (NEMA), Lands Department,
Immigration and Uganda National Bureau
of Standards (UNBS). This means that all
the company registration services can be
offered under one roof hence, quick and
efficient service delivery. For instance you
can get an investment Licence in only two
days if your documentation is in order. I am
happy to say that the electronic one stop

centre eBiz (www.ebiz.go.ug) is operational.
One can now search for a business name
and do a land title verification using this
portal. Other services will be available in
a few months’ time.
In fulfilment of Government’s plan to industrialise through the development of industrial
parks, UIA is developing 22 Industrial Parks
all over the country. So far 10 are being
developing with the others coming on board
soon. This will further lower the cost of doing
business in this country when Government is
able to provide serviced land for investment.
These are industrial plots presented with
roads, water and electricity. Seven of the
Industrial Parks are operational and these
include: Luzira, Namanve, Bweyogerere,
Mbale, Soroti, Mbarara and Kasese.
On behalf of UIA, I would like to thank
the Ministry of Finance, Planning and
Economic Development for the unwavering
support and guidance for all the 25 years
the institution has been in existence. I also
thank the private sector who, indeed are
the backbone of this economy. It is your
investment that creates jobs and economic
value in the economy. You have partnered
with UIA in its policy advocacy role to
contribute to the improvement of the investment climate and we look forward to more

engagement on issues that can make
this business’ operating conditions more
favourable.
UIA appreciates the invaluable contribution
of the private sector companies, Ministries
and government agencies that partnered
with UIA to sponsor the UIA Investment
Week activities. All of them are detailed
in this magazine. We are grateful to the
Speakers, who took off time to come and
engage with us at the Kampala Serena and
Hotel Africana. The UIA team, to whom the
UIA Board gives thanks, did a great job in
putting all the activities together. As always,
we are grateful to our esteemed business
community for putting off time to come and
attend all the events.
To our Chief Investment Promoter, over the
years that UIA has been in existence, H.E
Y.K. Museveni, the President of Uganda,
we thank you for your steady leadership.
On behalf of the Board, Management and
Staff of UIA, we commit to attracting and
maintaining investment that is in line with
the 20 point programme for the next five
years geared to achieving lower middle
income economic status by 2020.

Eng.Tobias Karekaho,
Ag. Chairman UIA Board
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THE BOARD

The Board of Directors
Governance
UIA’s top governance organ is
the Board of Directors. UIA’s
Board of Directors is composed

Eng. Tobias Karekaho
Ag Chairman

of a cross section of government and business stakeholders
who provide policy guidance
and oversee implementation of
planned activities by the Secretariat, headed by the Executive

Mr. Patrick Kaberenge
Member

Mr George P. Jalobo
Member

Mr. Aga Sekalala
Member

Director.

Ms Mary Katarikawe
Member

Ms. Shifa N Kaddu
Member

Mr. Moses Kaggwa
Member

Sasagah Godfrey
Wanzira - Member

Mr. Fred Ogene
Member

Mr. Ramadhan Bukoma
Member

Ms. Olive Kigongo
Member

Eng Dr Frank Sebbowa
Executive Director
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Notes from Management Team
UIA has moved many significant steps from its initial stage of formation in 1991 to date. Currently, we are focusing
on being a competitive country in terms of portraying Uganda as a safe and secure investment destination. Our
main focus is to improve on the licensing process and seriously working on having a functional electronic One
Stop Centre (www.eBiz.go.ug) to ease the issuance of the basic primary licenses. We are also looking at working
together with ‘Team Uganda’ agencies to improve on aftercare monitoring and occasional visits to our investors.
Team Uganda comprises about 30 Ministries, Departments and Agencies that impact directly on the business
operating conditions in this country, especially when it comes to setting up and sustaining a business.
												 Mr. Byensi Lawrence
		
Director Investment Facilitation and Aftercare
UIA supports and facilitates the development of SMEs who are majorly domestic entrepreneurs. Aware that SMEs
are the engine of economic growth in Uganda our overall goal is to develop sustainable domestic investment
& SME’s through business linkages, capacity building and nurturing. In our close to 10 years of existence as a
Division we have trained close to 20,000 SMEs spreading in 80 districts on entrepreneurship. We also conducted
hands-on technical skill training for value addition reaching close to 1000 small business owners. There are 16,000
SMEs profiled in our database and over 200 youth supported under the Youth Apprenticeship Programme. Regional
balanced development is very important to Uganda’s economy and it is in that vein that UIA has revived the District
Investment Committees (DICs) in most districts in an effort to harness investment opportunities in the various regions of Uganda.
													Mr. Basil Ajer,
									 Director Small and Medium Enterprises
UIA is committed to maintaining an efficient financial system, a professional and happy workforce. The Finance and
Administration division is a central service deliverer in this regard to Uganda Investment Authority. The contribution
of the Finance and Administration division to the achievement of the overall Uganda Investment Authority strategic
vision is to promote and maintain an efficient and effective Financial Management system ; recruit competent and
skilled personnel and finally to create a conducive working environment for them.
										
Richard Tebandeke
					
			
Director, Finance and Administration

Uganda Investment Authority is at the fore front of promoting investments in and to Uganda. UIA does this through
workshops, seminars, conferences, meetings and in the process, promotional materials are distributed which
include sector profiles, fact sheet fliers, and frequently asked questions’ fliers. However, we are now doing a lot of
the promotion online using the UIA website and social media platforms to attract investment into the country. We
try to target as much as possible, regarding the different potential investors both nationally and globally. The UIA
places extra focus on agro processing, tourism, mineral beneficiation and ICT. Another very important target market
for investment is our fellow Ugandans in the Diaspora who remit about 1billion dollars annually into the Ugandan economy.
										
Mr. Valentine Ogwang
Ag. Director Investment Promotion Division
UIA is focused on developing 22 industrial parks across the country in a bid to ease land access for domestic and
international investors, create employment as well as boost the Country’s revenue base. Since 2007, nine industrial
parks have been opened up and a further 13 parks will be operationalized as per UIA’s strategic plan 2016-2021.
Currently we have cumulatively over 55 industries operating in the UIA owned industrial parks directly employing
22,000 Ugandans and indirectly 17000 Ugandans. At Full capacity, the Kampala Industrial Business Park in Namanve
will
become the biggest industrial hub in Uganda with 280 industries employing 200,000 Ugandans directly with international
reputable companies such as Toyota, Coca cola, Saba Gifco among others. The total investment capacity is projected at 3.5 trillion dollars
and the industries in KIBP alone will be contributing over 540 million dollars in taxes per annum at full capacity operation by the year 2021.
Luzira and Bweyogerere Industrial Parks are now fully operational. UIA also promots large scale agricultural investments in Masindi (Cattle
ranching), Kiryandongo (Sun flower), Buikwe (cage fish farming), Wakiso (Poultry farming) and Mubende (Coffee farming).
												
Hamza Galiwango
Director, Lands Development
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Devenish Nutrition Ltd Uganda

NEWS

Nucafe

specialised finished feed will have a substantial impact on the pork value chain as the
amount of time it takes the pig to reach the
average weight for slaughtering or breeding
will be significantly reduced.
The finished feeds are currently available in
Devenish’s feed outlet in Hoima.
Devenish’s Model Pig Farm

Introduction
Devenish Nutrition is a leading agri-technology
company with headquarters in Belfast,
Northern Ireland. Devenish also has operations in the USA and on mainland Britain.
We export our cutting edge supplementation
products to over 40 countries with over 90%
of sales coming from outside the country of
Northern Ireland.
Four years ago, Devenish identified East
Africa as an emerging market and decided
to embark on a pioneering agri-development
project in the region. With the support
Devenish received from Irish Aid and the
Department of Agriculture in Ireland, they
were able to construct a model pig farm
and feed mill in Hoima, Uganda. Devenish
were also assisted by the NGO Traidlinks
in setting up the facilities in Hoima.
Devenish Nutrition aims to directly intervene
in two areas of the pork value chain through
the production and supply of improved breeds
and improved feeds. Devenish hopes that
these interventions will assist Ugandan
farmers in creating a commercially viable
and sustainable pig business.
Devenish’s Feed Mill
Four different types of finished feed product
will be produced – Dry Sow, Lactating Sow,
Weaner / Grower and Fattener feeds.
Devenish believes that the introduction of

The farm will also produce pigs with improved
genetics. The base stock of pigs were sourced
in Uganda. Through artificial insemination
programmes, (i.e. using imported land race
and large white semen from the UK), the
genetics of the pigs will be bolstered over
the course of the next couple of years.
Devenish will raise the pigs to an average
weight of 100kgs (for approx. 6-7 months).
The model farm has the capacity to generate
approximately 1000 pigs per year.
Local impact of Devenish in Hoima
Devenish has engaged pig farmer groups
throughout Uganda and will support them
directly with pig husbandry and nutritional
advice.
An additional benefit of the project is the
free distribution of the manure we collect
on the farm.
Due to the construction of the project, the
local village gained a new access road and
access to power for the first time.
Partnerships
Devenish continues to work closely with a
number of stakeholder such as the Hoima
Local District Government, the Irish Embassy
in Kampala and the Irish NGO Traidlinks.
Devenish recognises that the key to the
success of the project is by establishing a
wide range of partnerships.
- Adam Sweetman, Devenish Nutrition’s
Country Manager Uganda

BACKGROUND
NUCAFE is an Umbrella National Coffee
Farmers’ Organization founded way back in
1995 as company by guarantee without share
capital. NUCAFE has grown and evolved as
the most vibrant and reputable private sector
led farmer organization formed to serve and
position coffee farmers in the liberalized and
globalized coffee market economy. NUCAFE
has grown its membership to over 188 farmer
organizations that represent over 200,000
farming households and more than 1,000,000
individual smallholder coffee farmers from all
coffee growing regions in Uganda.
Business Model
NUCAFE has relentlessly empowered and
organized smallholder coffee farmers who
have become joint investors using the Farmer
Ownership Model to assume more roles
and functions within the coffee value chain
for enhanced productivity, value addition
and profitability. Over the years, NUCAFE
has registered significant landmarks as
a champion in offering exceptionally high
quality coffees at its own coffee shop right
at the centre of Kampala city and to its high
end market off takers. Using this model,
NUCAFE has made enormous investment
across the entire value chain from the coffee
nurseries, farmer groups, bulking, processing,
roasting and packaging through the Centre
for Agribusiness and Farm Entrepreneurship
Enhancement (CAFÉ) as well as export.

NEWS
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SESACO
SESACO Limited is an agro-processing
company founded and incorporated in 1987,
as a Private Limited Company, committed to
transforming primary agricultural produce into
value added commodities for the local and
export markets with an aim of providing high
value nutritious foods from cereals, pulses
and oil seeds. SESACO Limited is located
in Kyengera on Kampala-Masaka Road and
directly employs over 80 workers of which
75% are female.
SESACO’s ultimate objective is to provide

since people have continuously appreciated
and accepted the flavor and taste, nutritional
value and health benefits associated with
this soya beverage especially its caffeine
free nature.
Soya millet
This is a very nutritious and delicious product
used as breakfast porridge. The ingredients
are soybean, millet and maize flour. The
product is pre-cooked to make it easy for
the user to prepare. Production this year is

Rene
Indsutries Ltd
Rene Industries was founded in 1996 with
the mission to front-line the local pharmaceutical industry through the manufacture
of high quality and affordable medicines in
Uganda. This initiative would steer towards
self-sustenance by reducing the dependency
of imported drugs in the region.
In the year 2000, Rene was awarded the
UIA investors award and since then we
have grown to tremendous heights. With
conformity to the GMP guidance of the National
Drug Authority of Uganda, we manufacture
over 90 products with an additional 20 in
the pipeline. Our medicines extend over
a wide therapeutic range from analgesics,
antimalarials, antibiotics to anti-diabetics,
antihistamines, antivirals, vitamins, minerals
and much more.
The Rene facility spans over 12000 square

>>>>>>>>

business and social economic development
services through agriculture value chain
development. SESACO Limited uses agroproducts as a source of its raw materials
and these include; soybeans, millet maize,
peanuts and sesame.
The Founders Mr. Charles Nsubuga and
Mrs. Juliet Babirye Nsubuga are the main
shareholders,.
SESACO produces the following products:
Soya Cup
SESACO introduced a new soya based
beverage (soya cup) that can be consumed as
an alternative to the traditional tea or coffee.
This innovation has resulted into growth in
the local demand for the soya beverages

projected to be 45 tons.
Brown Butter
This is a combination of soybeans, peanuts
and sesame. The product is used as bread
spread. It can also be used independently
as peanut soy sauce or also added to other
stews like beans, beef, etc for thickening
of soup, appetizing and a nutritious meal.
Soymilk/Soy Yogurt
This is a milk-like product produced from
soybeans and has no lactose, no cholesterol
or any animal fat.
Daddies, Mommies, cookies and Queen cakes.
These are high protein soy based ready to
eat snacks.

REPORT
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25 Years of Facilitating
Investors
The UIA Investment Week 2016
The second Uganda Investment Authority
(UIA) Investment Week was organized to
coincide with commemoration of 25 years
of UIA’s existence since September 1991.
Under the theme ‘25 Years of facilitating
investors’, the activities which were held
from 21st to 24th June 2016 climaxed into
the Investor of Year Award 2015 during which
UIA, for the very first time appreciated H.E
the President Y.K Museveni with the Chief
Investment Promoter Award.
The week’s activities comprised:
1. The Private Equity and Venture Capital
Conference 2016 themed; ‘Enhancing the
Growth of SMEs through Affordable Alternative Financing’, which took place on Tuesday
21st June 2016 at the Kampala Serena Hotel
2. An Investment Opportunity and Networking
Conference and Exhibition were held from
Wednesday 22nd to Friday 24th June 2016
at Hotel Africana
3. The Investor of the Year Award 2015 gala
dinner, which was the crowning event, presided
over by H.E the Vice President Edward
Sekandi, on behalf of H.E. the President.

his behalf by the Director Economic Affairs,
Mr. Lawrence Kiiza. The Minister recognized
that SMEs find accessing affordable capital
a challenge and decried the high interest
rates which contribute to the high cost of
doing business, and stressed the need to
seek alternative sources of funding.
The Conference featured inspirational and
educational opportunities for everyone.
Participants enjoyed a world-class lineup of
speakers, stellar panel’s and workshops, as
well as interactive mentoring and business
to business sessions. Attendees had the
chance to meet face-to-face with leading
industry experts, fellow entrepreneurs,
previous beneficiaries, renowned industry
sponsors, and investors.

The Conference offered participating entities
– including small business owners, entrepreneurs, humanitarians, creative types, and
the founders of high-growth start-ups – the
ability to raise capital from well beyond the
known traditional methods of financing such
as immediate friends and families, Banks,
and other money vehicles. It is hoped the
effect of all this will be new business development so as to sustain businesses leading
to the transformation of Uganda’s economy.
In his key note address, Prof Augustus
Nuwagaba, emphasized the significance
of private equity and venture capital in
the enhancement and the growth of the
private sector. He said the funds developed
competitiveness and provided the very much

The Private Equity and Venture
Capital Conference 2016
UIA together with partnering institutions
organized the second Private Equity (PE)
Conference in Uganda with the main focus
to explore options of offering affordable (low
cost and longer term) finances to the SMEs.
The conference which attracted over 230
participants among whom were over 180
SMEs and 12 PE/VC firms was opened by the
Minister of Finance, Planning and Economic
Development, whose speech was read on

Mr. Lawrence Kizza, Director, Economic Affairs, Ministry of Finance, Planning & Economic
Development

REPORT
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needed investment in research. These are
key to boosting economic growth.
Prof Nuwagaba said Uganda’s current
economic state is such that the major drivers
of the economy like telecommunications
and banking, which contribute to over 50
percent of Gross Domestic Product, are in
the hands of foreigners.
He said for Uganda to develop sustainably it
ought to harness her development internally
first and only use external development
assistance and finance to leverage it. ‘Any
country’s development must be initiated from
within’, he said, while citing the Asian Tigers
like South Korea, Malaysia and Singapore
that made strides by focusing inwards.
He called upon the government of Uganda
to deliberately protect local industries in order
to make them competitive He said there is
no country that can industrialize without
protecting her own industries.
Additionally, said Prof Niwagaba, there are
things that cannot be left to the private sector
like agricultural financing, cheap credit to the
private sector, land reforms and infrastructure.

The Investment Opportunities and
Networking Conference
The conference took place alongside a
private and public sector exhibition at Hotel
Africana on 23rd June 2016 and attracted
about 200 participants, who comprised investors, academia, media and other investment
stakeholders.
The Acting Chairman of the UIA Board, Eng.
Tobias Karekaho, who presided over the
conference, informed the participants about
UIA’s mandate to promote and facilitate
both local and foreign investors. He said
UIA operates in partnership with the private
sector to drive national economic growth
and development.
He assured them about UIA’s improved
service delivery through the One Stop
Centre for investor facilitation, comprising
Uganda Investment Authority (UIA), Uganda
Revenue Authority (URA), Uganda Registration Business Services (URBS), National
Environment Authority (NEMA), Lands

Participants at the conference which was held on 21st June 2016 at the Kampala Serena Hotel
Department, Immigration and Uganda
National Bureau of Standards (UNBS). He
gladly noted that electronic one stop centre
eBiz (www.ebiz.go.ug) was operational. One
can now search for a business name and do
a land title verification using this portal. Other
services are scheduled to be operational in
a few months’ time.
On behalf of UIA, Eng Karekaho thanked the
Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic
Development for the unwavering support and
guidance for all the 25 years the institution has
been in existence. He took the opportunity
to also appreciate the private sector that,
indeed are the backbone of this economy.
‘It is your investment that creates jobs and
economic value in the economy. You have
partnered with UIA in its policy advocacy
role to contribute to the improvement of the
investment climate and we look forward to
more engagement on issues that can make
business operating conditions more favourable’ he said.
Eng. Dr. Frank Sebbowa, took the conference

through The 25 Years Checkered Path taken
by UIA from 1991 to 2016. He said it was
prudent to reflect on how UIA’s past has been
in order to draw lessons that will spur the
Authority to greater heights moving forward.
Before the address, the Keynote speaker,
former Finance Minister, Hon. Maria Kiwanuka,
was accompanied by the Ag Chairman
UIA Board and the Executive Director on a
guided tour of the private and public sector
exhibition that was organized as a parallel
activity to the conference at which a lot of
networking and information sharing took
place. Her presentation made off cuff was
transcribed by Uganda Investment Review
Publications and is detailed in this magazine.
The conference had a panel session in the
morning and another in the afternoon and
these not only engaged the participants on
the status and strategies of government
service delivery but included a sharing of
private sector experiences from local and
foreign investors, as well as a representative from the Ugandans in the Diaspora, Mr

>>>>>>>>
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R-L: Eng Dr Frank Sebbowa, Eng Tobias Karekaho and Hon Maria Kiwanuka, former Minister of Finance, admire shea nut products at
one of the exhibition stalls
Charles Okwalinga, Chairman of Uganda
Professionals and Enterprise Forum (UPEF)
based in London, UK.
Mr. George Jalobo-Pikwang, a member of the
UIA Board and Chairman of the Investment
Promotion and Public Relations subcommittee
on the Board, shared the strategic plans
UIA had mapped out in order to achieve
the goal of one million jobs by 2021. He
said UIA’s celebration week was all about
the vision of H.E. the President of Uganda.
He recalled that while the President was in
Texas in 2014, meeting with the Ugandans
living in the USA, he said he would over haul
UIA. Mr Jalobo informed the conference
participants that, when the UIA Board was
appointed in January 2015, they embarked
on their mandate to overhaul UIA. The first
decision they took as a Board was to design
a strategic plan for the next five years. ‘In this
plan we came up with an ambitious goal of
one million jobs by 2021’, he said.
One of the strategies to contribute to the
creation of one million jobs, attract more
FDI and develop a robust SME sector is the
setting up of four Science and Technology

Industrial Parks (STIPs) alongside the other
Industrial and Business parks being developed
all over the country. He told the participants
that the four would be located in:
1. Kyankwanzi in the Central / Buganda region
2. Kamuli in Eastern region
3. Packwach / Nebbi in Northern region
4. Rubirizi in western region
The STIPs, he said, are specialized parks
that house innovations and commercialization
from Universities, Research and development
entities, as well as innovation institutions, as
enterprises and businesses.

Networking Exhibition
The exhibition attracted 44 exhibitors from
the private and public sector. Most of them
partnered with UIA to set up the exhibition
by paying for the exhibition stalls

The Investor of the Year Award 2015
The Investor of the Year (INOY) Awards gala,
which is an annual calendar event organized
by the Uganda Investment Authority, was the

climax of the Investment Week. It is one of
the biggest annual events, in which Investors
who have successfully implemented and
commissioned their business projects within
a given time period showcase achievements.
It is one of the avenues through which UIA
recognizes the efforts of the private sector
in the economic development drive of the
country. The gala took place on 24th June
2016 at Hotel Africana. The Vice President
H.E. Edward Sekandi, who represented H.E.
the President, presided over the function.
Seventeen companies participated in the
competitions for the Investor of the Year.
According to a criteria (10 parameters),
which was followed by a panel of Judges,
independent from UIA, the project must
have been licensed by UIA and should have
reached commercial production in the last two
years, cut-off dates being July 2013 – June
2015. Projects of re-investments in nature
were also qualified to compete.
Hon Evelyn Anite, Minister of State for
Investment and Privatization, congratulated
UIA on celebrating 25 years. She reiterated
H.E the President’s directive to develop 5

REPORT

industrial parks per year throughout the five
year term of office. She said partnership
with the private sector was key to enabling
the country to attain middle income status
by 2020.
Hon Matia Kasaija, Minister for Finance,
Planning and Economic Development,
who also attended the gala said ‘Uganda
cannot continue being a supermarket. We
need investors to manufacture the goods
being imported into Uganda. Government
has taken a strategic decision. Virtually all
requirements particularly security wear, will
be procured locally’
He made those remarks before inviting the
Vice President to deliver H.E the President’s
key note address. He reiterated the President’s
directive that investor’s businesses should be

UGANDA INVESTMENT REVIEW INOY SPECIAL | 13

licensed within two days. He also informed
the guests that the Ministry would carry out
monthly meetings to review government’s
performance in handling investor concerns.
UIA was honoured to have him present certificates of recognition to all the participants;
special recognition certificates to all the best
diplomatic missions in investment promotion
and facilitation (both those accredited to
Uganda and Ugandan missions abroad); and
the Best Woman Investor of the Year 2016.
In a speech read for him by the Vice President H.E Edward Sekandi, the President of
Uganda, H.E Y.K Museveni reiterated the
theme of the commemoration week and
INOY gala – ’25 years of facilitating investors’, as one that underscores government’s
purposeful intention to support and promote

investment as a mechanism of transforming
Uganda through rapid industrialization and
commercialization of agriculture so as to get
to a middle income country.
‘The NRM government will continue to play
its cardinal role of putting in place appropriate
instruments including infrastructure, geared
towards private sector development’, the
President said.
He told the guests that what the country
needed most was rapid industrialization and
commercialization of agriculture; which will
come through concerted investment; to fast
track its development process to a middle
income country. He also said that what Uganda
needed most; was people and enterprises
which deliver according to the expectations
of the market. ‘You need to appreciate that

H.E. the Vice President with Ambassadors accredited to Uganda together with Ministry of Foreign Affairs officials

NEWS
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in the market place; people will embrace or
reject you depending on the quality of what
you offer them’, the President said.
He invited investors to unite and fortify Uganda’s
production capacity as well as increase
Uganda’s market size and bargaining power
in order to fit competitively in the market.
He tasked UIA to rededicate itself to the
realization of the country’s aspiration of
being an investment destination of choice.
The full speech is available and uploaded
on UIA’s website www.ugandainvest.go.ug
Nile Breweries were the stars of the night
as they emerged the Gold Winner of the
Investor of the Year Award 2015

Sponsorship
UIA is grateful to all the private sector and
line agencies that partnered with it to finance
the different activities of the Investment
Week. UIA together with Uganda Investment Review Publications Ltd approached
various companies to sponsor the Investor of
the Year Award and Investment Networking
Conference and together the total cash
raised was Uganda shillings 131.9 million
of which Uganda shillings 108 million was
contributed by seven sponsors.
These were Hima Cement (Gold Sponsor)
, Riham/Hariss International, Fol Logistics,
Bank of Uganda, NTV, Turkish Airlines, Tororo
Cement, Uganda Securities Exchange and
Graphic Systems (U) Ltd. The rest of the
funds were raised through sale of cards.
UIA also appreciates the effective sponsorship of the Private Equity and Venture Capital
Conference 2016 by: East African Trade and
Investment Hub, African Alliance, DTOS, CICS
from the Ministry of Finance, Planning and
Economic Development, PriceWaterHouseCoopers, Uganda Securities Exchange, and
Brighter Monday.

Investor of the Year Award Winners 2015
No.
1.

Details
H.E Yoweri Kaguta Museveni

Chief Investment Promoter 1991-2015

INOY winners
No.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Name of Company
Overall Winners
Nile Breweries Limited
Harris International Limited
Rene Industries Limited
Medium
National Union Of Coffee
Agribusiness & Enterprises
Limited (NUCAFE)
Quantum Food Uganda Limited
Dao Marble Ltd
Small
Aloesha Organic Natural Health
Products Limited
Devenish Nutrition Ltd
Sesaco Limited

Certificate
Overall winner Investor of the Year 2015
First Runner Up Investor of the Year 2015
Second Runner Up Investor of the Year 2015.

Winner Medium Scale Category 2015
First Runner Up Medium Scale Category 2015
Second Runner Up Medium Scale Category 2015
Winner Small Scale Category 2015
First Runner Up Small Scale Category 2015
Second Runner Up Small Scale Category 2015

Woman Entrepreneur of the Year
Florence Okot from Yellow Star
Winner Woman Entrepreneur 2015
Produce and Processors (U) LTD

NEWS
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Past Board Chairmen: For the significant contribution to the facilitation of Investment in Uganda
as Board Chairman between … (period)
No.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Name
Past Board Chairmen
Mr Abaliwano Brewer
Eng Dr William Kalema
Mr Patrick Bitature
Mr Juma Kisaame

Period
Board Chairman 1991-1997
Board Chairman 1998-2007
Board Chairman 2008-2013
Board Chairman 2014-2016

Past Executive Directors: For the significant contribution to the facilitation of Investment in
Uganda as Executive Director between … (Period)

16.
17.
18.

Past Executive Directors
Mr George Rubagumya
Mr Yob Yobe Okello
Dr. Maggie Kigozi

Period
1992-1997
1998-1999
2000-2011

Best Embassy
19.
20.

Mission in Uganda
Dr. AVS Ramesh Chandra
High Commissioner of India
to Uganda.
The Peoples Republic of China
Embassy in Kampala Uganda

Details
Overall winner Best Foreign Mission In
Promoting Foreign Direct Investment in
Uganda between 1991 and 2015
First Runner Up, Best Foreign Mission in
Promoting Foreign Direct Investment in
Uganda between 1991 and 2015
Second Runner Up, Best Foreign Mission
In Promoting Foreign Direct Investment in
Uganda between 1991 and 2015
For your significant Role In Promoting Foreign
Direct Investment in Uganda between
1991 and 2015
For your significant Role In Promoting Foreign
Direct Investment in Uganda between
1991 and 2015
For your significant Role In Promoting Foreign
Direct Investment in Uganda between
1991 and 2015
For your significant Role In Promoting Foreign
Direct Investment in Uganda between
1991 and 2015

21.

The British High Commission
In Kampala Uganda

22.

Embassy Of Denmark in Uganda

23.

Embassy Of Egypt In Uganda

24.

Embassy of Ireland In Uganda

25.

Embassy Of Netherlands In Uganda

26.

Uganda High Commission Nairobi Kenya Overall winner Best Uganda Mission
Abroad in Promoting Foreign Direct Invest
ment in Uganda in 2015
Uganda High Commission In London UK First Runner Up Best Uganda Mission
Abroad in Promoting Foreign Direct Invest
ment in Uganda in 2015
Uganda Embassy In The Peoples
Second Runner Up Best Uganda Mission
Republic Of China Beijing
Abroad in Promoting Foreign Direct
Investment in Uganda in 2015

27.
28.

Mission Abroad

Details

meters with the annual capacity to produce
1.5 billion tablets, 1.2 million dry syrup bottles,
120 million capsules and 600,000L of liquid
formulations. Today, our investment is valued
at 14 million USD including the facility with 2
million USD utilized last year on expansion,
machinery and formulation development. With
our constant growth, we further our ethos
of contributing to employment in Uganda
as our brand new external preparations line
will generate employment for 50 personnel
(including chemists and engineers).
Our processes have been refined and
modernized to conform to both national
and international standards. Rene’s Quality
Control (QC) team ensures the delivery of
high standard products via stage-by-stage
review. The QC laboratory is equipped with
state-of-the-art analytical instrumentation
including HPLC, UV, and GC and apparatus
for other test parameters of dissolution,
disintegration and friability of solids. The
Quality Assurance (QA) department ensures
that all standards are adhered to, with stern
control at every single phase of production.
At Rene, we have a pool of talent who ensure
that quality is built into our products. Presently,
we employ over 400 Ugandans in various
positions such as chemists, pharmacists,
technicians, skilled personnel and more.
We offer an internship program to over 20
Pharmacy students annually, where they
undergo a dynamic and extensive industrial
training program covering areas of GMP, quality
assurance, quality control and production.
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Kampala Industrial and Business
Park (KIBP) – Namanve
The Kampala Industrial and Business Park
(KIBP) located 11 km East of Kampala, is a
2,200 acre facility. 20 industries are currently
in operation within the KIBP - Namanve
industrial park and directly employing 9200
Ugandans within the park. 82 projects have
commenced construction in the KIBP and
have created an additional 17,000 indirect
short term contract/ technical jobs during
the construction period. While 180 industries are still clearing their paper work in
form of environmental impact assessment,
architectural designs, land titling, soil tests
as well as hydrological tests. These too
create employment to the various white
collar professionals such as Architects,
Environmental Consultants, Civil Engineers,
Quantity Surveyors etc.
At Full capacity - the industrial park will
become the biggest industrial hub in
Uganda with 270 industries employing

200,000 Ugandans. The total investment
capacity is estimated at 3.5 trillion dollars
and the industries in KIBP alone will be
contributing over 540 million dollars in
taxes per annum at full capacity operation
by the year 2020.
Financial development input -To generate
this capacity mentioned above, the Government will have to inject 151 million dollars
which will be utilized for infrastructure
development in terms of tarmacking the
industrial roads, high voltage power lines,
bulk industrial water, Fiber optic cable,
solid waste management and sewerage
treatment plant.
Meanwhile UIA is using its meager resources
to open up the roads to motorable murram
level to provide access to the investors ready
to start construction of their factories. In
the short to medium term, UIA is engaging

NEWS

Operational Investments in
KIBP (Namanve)
The operational projects include; Roofings
Limited, FOL Logistics, Kyagalanyi Coffee,
Comesa – Namanve Industries, Orion
Computers, Valley View Estates, Saba
Gifco, Opit Investments, Victoria Seeds,
Century Bottling (Coca Cola), Sunbelt
industries, Three Ways Shipping, Kingstone
Enterprises, Roke Telecom, Happy Family
Welders, Interior Technologies , Leaf
Tobacco etc
Some of the Investors at advanced infrastructure development stage include; Toyota,
Mukwano Industries, Kazi Group, Mada
Hotels, Steel and Tube Industries, Office
of the Prime Minister, DFCU Bank, Alfasan
, Uganda Police. Tian Tang Industries,
Luuka Plastics, Vinci Coffee among others.

Government entities with larger budgets
to speed up infrastructure development
in the park. For example UNRA wishes to
speed up the road construction; UMEME
is keen to supply the needed electricity
network while NWSC is working with UIA
on both water supply and sewerage/Storm
water evacuation.

NEWS
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Status of other Industrial Park Lands Status Of
Investment
Industrial Park

Status

Luzira Industrial
Park (70 acres)

Twelve (12) Investors allocated land and Six are operational.
i.e. Quality Chemical Industries Ltd, Graphic Systems, Blue
Wave Beverages, Transpaper, Master Woodworks, Pipeline
Design &Foam (U) Ltd, Aponye (U) Ltd.

Bweyogerere
Industrial Estate
(50 acres)

Nine (9) investors allocated land. UNBS, Crane Paper are
operational, House of Pavings under construction.

Soroti Industrial
and Business
Park (219 acres)

Plot allocation process is underway; Nine (9) companies
including Teso Fruit Farmers Association have been allocated land in the park. Teso Fruit Famers Association was given
5 acres for a fruit processing plant.
Opening of Roads at Soroti Industrial and Business Park
(Lot 2) 4.4km to murram level – completed.
Uganda Free Zones Authority was allocated 20 acres for
establishment of free zones.

Kasese Industrial and Business
Park (216 acres)

Opening up of roads completed.

Mbarara SME
Park (12 acres)

5No. blocks of housing 41 workspaces of approx. 60 sq m
each built up to cater for small and medium scale enterprises
within the western region.

Mbale IBP (619
acres)

Cadastral and topo-surveys were completed.

Jinja IBP (182
acres)

Kiira Motors Corporation (100 acres) to set up an assembly
plant for the Kiira Electric Vehicle Project.

Uganda Free Zones Authority was allocated 20 acres for
establishment of free zones.

The land is still encumbered by squatters and the exercise of
compensating squatters is on-going. The total compensation
value by the CGV is Shs 4.5 billion and we have so far
compensated 267 claimants to the tune of Shs 1.76 billion.

UEDCL (12.4 acres) to set up a concrete poles manufacturing plant.
Pearl Health Sciences Ltd (10 acres) for drug manufacturing
Earthwise Ferries Ltd (5 acres) for boat and ferry assembling
plant.
Nile Fishing Co Ltd (3 acres) for marine assembling plant.
Uganda Free Zones Authority (20 acres) for establishment of
free zones.
Moroto Industrial
& Business Park
(417 acres

The exercise of carrying out a Master Plan and EIA
completed.

Status of Agricultural Lands
Land

Developer

Kiryandongo (6
sq. Miles)

Leased to M/S A.K. Oils and Fats Ltd. for growing of Sun
Flower, maize, Soya, beans on a rotational basis, plus other
crops like Palm trees on a trial basis.

Masindi –Kimengo Sub County
(20 Sq. Miles),

10 sq miles leased to M/S CMG (U) LTD for a ranching
project
10 sq. Miles leased to M/S Capital Ventures Ltd for a ranching project.

LukaliGoli,
Buikwe District
(84 acres)

Leased to M/S Arrow Acquare Culture Africa Ltd engaged in
fish farming and fish processing.

Kaweri-Mubende
(10 Sq. Miles),

Leased to M/S Kaweri Coffee Ltd who grow and process
coffee for export. .

Kasangati (20
acres)

Leased to M/S Tomil Poultry Ltd for poultry farming

Kashari Land
(59.6 Ha)

Completed the installation of border markers around the
land.

Both foreign and domestic investment
has been growing steadily, thanks to the
stable economic and political environment
under the leadership of His Excellency
the President Yoweri Kaguta Museveni
. To date, there are over 6,000 licensed
companies in UIA’s data base. Facilitation and aftercare efforts indicate that
in the last 6 years, since 2010 more of
the licensed companies implement their
businesses due to an improved investment climate and more due diligence at
licensing.
Foreign direct investment inflows on
average for the last about 3 years has
been slightly over US one billion dollars.
It peaked at about 1.2 billion in 2012
when there was a lot of investment in
the exploration phase of oil. Ugandans
are investing more despite high cost of
investment funds. The present challenges
of expensive power and high cost of
transport will be history in about 2 years
when all the infrastructure investment
in the country and region is complete.
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Women With Super
Powers That Live Among
Us - The Zimba Women
Tell Us About Zimba Women
ZimbaWomen is a flagship project of Zimba
Group; which was founded in 2014 and is a
leading IT solutions provider specializing in
provision of technical and software solutions
for Small and Medium Enterprises. Our vision
is to be the leading women’s e-commerce
provider in Africa by 2025 with over 5,000,000
merchants fully equipped with business, IT
and marketing skills with over 50,000,000
customers to support them. Our mission is
to enable the empowerment and development of women entrepreneurs in Africa
by providing cross-cutting e-solutions and
technology to provide affordable market
accessibility and capacity building.
What Services Does Your Organization
Offer?
ZimbaWomen is working to create opportunities for women to actively, safely and fairly
participate in the economy by providing access
to skills and training for women. Project
activities include but are not limited to ICT
for business training, business coaching,

mentoring, knowledge transfer, customized
business training, access to networks and
resources, as well as increased business
exposure and business to business linkages.
We at Zimba are passionate about market
systems development through e-commerce
and the use of social media. With a total of 3
billion (and counting) people online, we now
have the power to reach more individuals,
build stronger communities and have a
greater impact than ever before. It is vital
for women to take advantage of the online
marketplace, and together, we can alleviate
poverty in our communities.
Major Upcoming Events
The Annual Zimba Women SME Business
Summit slated for 28th and 29th September,
2016, which gathers women-owned or womenled Small and Medium Enterprises (SME’s)
to generate discussion and exchange on
the potential of entrepreneurship promotion
and innovation to national and regional
competitiveness using Information and
Communication Technology tools.

NEWS

Youth
Employment

Since 2014 UIA started the Youth Apprentice
Program (YAP) implemented in collaboration
with private sector partner. The programme
prepares young educated youth for the
option of self-employment by equipping
them to become SERVICE PROVIDERS.
The YAP model is a win-win for both the
SME who is getting the much needed
formalization support and the apprentice who
gets work place exposure. If used wisely,
this exposure can sharpen their personal
capabilities to become self-employed as
service providers. For 2014/15 FY 149
apprentices were recruited and trained
and 179 SMEs brought on board. From
October 2015 we expanded to cover
Kampala, Wakiso, Mpigi and Mukono, a
total of 240 SMEs and 120 apprentices
recruited. The SMES are identified through
associations like Uganda Creative Arts and
Designs Association, UWEAL, KASSIDA
and USSIA among others. With more
funding and development of synergies
with like-minded private and government
programmes, the programme will be rolled
out nationwide.

F E AT U R E
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The 25 Year
Checkered Path of UIA
1991 - 2016
By Eng Dr Frank Sebbowa - UIA Executive Director
This year, 2016, marks twenty five years of
Uganda Investment Authority’s own existence. Along the way have been significant
successes and challenges, which have
strengthened the Authority’s resolve to
improve service delivery and commit to
its mandate of facilitating and promoting
investment. However, it is only fair that
before we focus on the way forward that
we reflect on how our past has been in
order to draw lessons that will spur us to
greater heights.
It is incumbent on us to recognize the
immense support and work done by the
Government over the years to ensure that
Uganda Investment Authority (UIA) carries
out its mandate. In equal measure we must
appreciate the various persons, now mainly
senior citizens, who have led the entity
to its present status. Former Ministers of
State for Investment include: Hon Sam
Kutesa, Hon Ssemakula Kiwanuka, Hon
Aston Kajara, and Hon Ajedra Gabriel
Aridru, who gave political leadership to
UIA and past Board Chairpersons like Mr
Brewer Abaliwano, Dr William Kalema,
Mr Patrick Bitature and lately Mr Juma
Kisaame deserve appreciation as well
as past Executive Directors of UIA who
include Mr George Rubagumya, Mr Yob

Yobe Okello, and Dr Maggie Kigozi who
led Uganda Investment Authority management for many years.
UIA is a product of the liberation of this
country by the National Resistance
Movement (NRM) which liberation brought
Uganda back onto the World stage where
investors (domestic and foreign) began
looking at Uganda as safe enough for
their investments. As Government started

Promote Uganda as a worthy investment
destination especially for Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) flows.
Provide a central place where investors
could obtain valid information about
investing in Uganda
Ensure that investors had a place where
they could get guidance on the national
investment requirements or regulations.

Promote Uganda as a worthy
investment destination
especially for Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) flows.
rehabilitating state systems after the war
years more and more investment started
flowing into the country and Government
quickly recognized the need to have this
happen in an orderly manner; hence the
Investment Code Act (1991). It is this Act
of Parliament that established Uganda
Investment Authority mainly to:

Provide a location from which investment
incentives and certificates could be issued
to deserving investors.
Ensure investors’ export of earned dividends
(in foreign currency) was well documented
and administered.

>>>>>>>>
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zations to attract investors into their own
countries. The UIA method of attracting
investors had to change if Uganda was to
remain a contender for the vital investments.
But also internally challenges were beginning to arise:
The tax incentives were being abused
by some investors who produced limited
goods or services inspite of the generous
incentives.
Because the foreign firms were more
aggressive in pursuing incentives the
incentives seemed to be going to foreign
firms leaving the domestic investors
disgruntled.
Other laws streamlining Government
Of course over the years some of these
initial mandates of UIA have changed; some
have been found not so useful and have
been scrapped while others have been
added after implementation experience.
Uganda Investment Authority lifespan
to date is characterized in three phases
namely: The Start-up Decade (1991 to
2001), The Expansion Years (2002 to
2014), The Future Strategy (2015 to 2016)

The Start-up Decade (1991 to 2001)
Uganda Investment Authority (UIA) actual
activities started out as a desk in the
Ministry of Trade and Industry and then
to the Ministry of Finance as a Unit
before gaining autonomy when the law
established it in 1991. Its first home was
rented premises at Station Road before
it acquired Plot 12 Kampala Road from
where it blossomed into a formidable entity.
Increasing business and general congestion in the vicinity eventually made this
address unattractive as investors lacked
parking and security from pickpockets
which forced the then Board of Directors
to dispose of it and move to the current
rented home at Plot 22 Lumumba Avenue,
Nakasero Kampala.

In those early years focus was mainly
on foreign investors who brought in the
much needed advanced technology, expert
manpower, foreign exchange and marketed
Uganda to others abroad as a safe investment destination. Management and staff,
of the then UIA, spent large amounts of
time talking to potential investors abroad
in corporate boardrooms, international
conventions and conferences. At the time
that was the right thing to do since Uganda’s
image was badly dented. The emphasis
then was “tell the potential investors about
the untapped natural resources in the
country, the good weather and the solid
government support and commitment to
protect investors and their investment”.
And indeed foreign investors did come:
Celtel, MTN, Shoprite, Sheraton Hotel,
etc. ‘discovered’ Uganda around that time.
However dependence on the abundance of
natural resources in the country, weather
and excellent governance structures was
bound to eventually become a stale tale.
Most of Uganda’s neighbors had these
same endowments. But more importantly
the world investment promotion strategies
were changing. Aggressive methods were
routinely being applied by sister organi-
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operations were in conflict with the older
provisions in the Investment Code Act
(1991).
Government in 2001, on advice of the UIA
Board of Directors, reviewed the Investment Code Act (1991) removing many of
the offending articles, streamlining the
management structure and introducing
new aspects. Incentive certificates were
removed and the requirement that UIA
must clear a foreign investor to repatriate
dividends was scrapped.

The Expansion Years (2002 to 2014)
With increasing numbers of investors
in the country challenges in the system
began to become manifest. Sluggish
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public officials delaying business related
decisions, unfair treatment of others and
general indifference to investor needs
contributed to disenchantment of investors.
UIA realizing the importance of retaining
happy investors responded by setting up
Team Uganda, an assembly of 33 government entities that handle in one way or
other investors. Team Uganda brainstorms
on the expressed and apparent concerns
of investors and finds a joint solution to
make doing business in Uganda a better
experience for investors.
On the other hand, The President decided
that investors’ grievances deserved even
better attention to ensure that Ministries
and like departments of Government
were also responding to the investors’
needs. He set up the Presidential Inves-

tors’ Round Table (PIRT): a system in
which select aspects of investment are
examined by participants from the private
sector appointed by the President or the
Prime Minister for a period of two years.
Recommendations of the PIRT working
groups are adopted where appropriate. The
efforts of PIRT directly led to the creation
of the Ministries for Information Technology
and that of Tourism, among many other
important government interventions in
improving the investment environment
in Uganda. UIA as secretariat to PIRT is
proud to have been at the center of these
developments.
Land for investment at the beginning was
mainly obtained by applying to the then
Kampala City Council, which was quite
sluggish. To overcome this Government

>>>>>>>>
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decided to avail investment land directly
to UIA. Hence the decision to task UIA
to develop 22 industrial parks across the
country, of which it has so far attended to
only nine (Bweyogerere, Luzira, Namanve,
Kasese, Soroti, Jinja, Mbarara, Mbale
and Moroto) due to financing constraints.
Financing has been a challenge to the
development of serviced land (land with
water, electricity, roads and possibly built
warehouses) for investors to install their
factories. We are proud that inspite of these
constraints Luzira, Bweyogerere are fully
functional while Namanve, Mbarara and
Soroti are at various stages of development and occupation by investors.
Attention to the domestic Small and Medium
Enterprises (SME) became more urgent
and UIA was tasked to look into this arena

although the current law is silent on them.
It is a well-known fact that for any country
to develop, its industrial backbone requires
a strong SME. UIA moved to correct this
omission first, by drafting the initial country
SME Policy with the support of its parent
Ministry of Finance Planning and Economic
Development and then later taking on
direct support to Uganda’s SME through
training domestic entrepreneurs in both
Business Management and Technical
Skills Development, which are critical
elements in the SME sector growth. More
recently UIA has started guiding various
valued addition chains on the importance
of business cluster formation as a means
of forward and backwards linkages.
On the core mandate of investment promotion, licensing and support, UIA has had

to change with the times. By 2013 it was
clear that for Uganda to attract a reasonable number of investors (both domestic
and foreign) concerted effort had to be
made in targeting the potential investors.
This was at the time when foreign trips to
conventions and conferences started to
be scaled down in preference to internet
based research of investor markets and
subsequently participation was restricted
only to conventions where identified
desired investors were likely to be. UIA
increased its engagement with Uganda’s
missions abroad as a means of identifying
potential investors. Hence the increased
UIA support to Uganda Ambassador led
inward missions. In a similar manner
our engagement with foreign missions
in Kampala from countries with greater
investment potential has also increased.
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developing investment-ready projects. UIA
has now embarked on the process of getting
a pipeline of bankable projects. While
financing constraint do prevent UIA from
generating all needed bankable projects,
it will continue to solicit for project briefs
from government agencies and the private
sector projects with feasibility studies for
marketing to the now sophisticated inves-

UIA has set up the
physical One Stop
Center comprising
of five government
The tail-end of this period has also seen
increased efforts to actualize the investors’
One Stop Center at UIA. UIA has set up
the physical One Stop Center comprising
of five government agencies (UIA, Uganda
Registration Services Bureau, Uganda
Revenue Authority, Directorate of Citizenship and Immigration Control, Directorate
of Land Registration and the National
Environmental Management Authority)
working from UIA offices to serve investors as they register and license their
investments in Uganda. Cabinet finally
approved and Government financed the
establishment of an enhanced investors
One Stop Center. This has two components: the Physical One Stop Center to be
built on the UIA land at Plot 15 Baskerville
Avenue in Kololo. (It has been determined
that three government entities: Uganda
Investment Authority, Uganda Registration Services Bureau, Capital Markets
Authority, can share this physical facility
when fully constructed).
The world has moved to the internet, UIA
also has been enabled by government to
set up an electronic One Stop Center; its
electronic portal (eBiz) is found at www.
ebiz.go.ug where seven government
agencies that handle investor approvals
are able to interact electronically and

the investor is able to transact with them
remotely through the internet.

The Future Strategy (2015 to 2016)
The global changes in the investment
promotion space have meant that UIA
must re-discover itself. Thus although we
had a working Strategic Plan 2013/2018
in place, when the institution got a new
Board of Directors at the end of 2014,
the first focus point was development of
a better Strategy. The UIA Strategic Plan
2016/2021 which is more aligned to the
National Development Plan 11 and the
overarching Uganda Vision 2040 was
born. This strategy focuses on better
investment generation from within Uganda
while upping the foreign drive for investment. Overall the Strategy of UIA is to
support investors in a bid to create one
million new jobs over the next five years.
It proposes a lean but very efficient and
better facilitated work force at UIA which
will always be focused on investors;
domestic and foreign.
The modern investor has become more
sophisticated and the old Investment
Sector Profiles are no longer adequate.
Investment Promotion Agencies are now
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agencies
(UIA, Uganda
Registration
Services Bureau,
Uganda Revenue
Authority,
Directorate of
Citizenship and
Immigration
Control,
Directorate of
Land Registration
and the National
Environmental
Management
Authority)
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223.2
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194.4
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wherever The President of the Republic
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and other officials go to generate friends.
19
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1,803.1
2001
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11
When other Heads of State visit Uganda,
2010
356
1,340.7
20
2002
147
346.5
12,508
12
UIA has decided it will look for potential
2003
161
351.4
18,713
13
21
2011
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investors in the visiting delegations.
281.3
14,455
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2005
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459.5
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Brief Summary of Actual Achieve23
2013
455
1,783.9
ments:
16
2006
430
1,013.2
46,313
419
2,116.2
1,507.9
57,670
17 24 2007 2014 371
An Investment Promotion Agency such
2,024.1
49,066
18 25 2008 2015 384
372
1,296.1
as UIA aims at attracting investment that
19
2009 Grand 368
1,803.1
72,245
Count 6206
20,432.6
will create jobs for its nationals, introduce
new technology in the economy and make
taxable profits. The past 25 years of UIA
greatly aided by The President and others
has seen UIA attracting and licensing
many companies from within Uganda and
73 countries of the World.
A major element which should guide our
future efforts in the targeted investment
promotion is source countries for investments. Uganda has always led the table
and as such needs more effort.
Ladies and Gentlemen the UIA journey
over the 25 years is much longer than I
have indicated. There have been ups and
downs but we are optimistic that what lies
ahead will be better, much better than
where we have been.
Eng. Dr. Frank Sebbowa
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
UGANDA INVESTMENT AUTHORITY
The author presented this article at the Investment Opportunities and Networking Conference
hosted by UIA during the Uganda Investment
week 2016 on 23rd June at Hotel Africana.
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8,739,429,250
2
China
1,776,792,098
8.70
ID
Country
Planned Investment %
3
India in US Dollars 1,498,969,757
7.34
7.10
1 4 UgandaUnited Kingdom
8,739,429,2501,450,016,367
42.77
2 5 China Kenya 1,776,792,098
8.70
1,334,140,942
6.53
3
India
1,498,969,757
7.34
6
Canada
697,035,400
3.41
4
United Kingdom 1,450,016,367
7.10
Islands 644,282,000
3.15
5 7 Kenya Cayman1,334,140,942
6.53
2.38
6 8 CanadaSingapore
697,035,400 486,169,000
3.41
7 9 Cayman
Islands
644,282,000
3.15
United States
381,507,234
1.87
8
Singapore
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2.38
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TOTAL 374,258,504 17,382,600,552
85.1
10
Netherlands
1.83
TOTAL

17,382,600,552

85.1
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5 Year Strategic Plan
One million job strategy
UIA developed a new Strategic Plan (20162020) that has been approved by the Board
and aligned to the government priority of job
creation. The strategy sets up an ambitious
target of creating 1 million new jobs in
5 years (2017 -2021). UIA will intensify
work on business linkage, use innovative
approaches of investment promotion and
aftercare, SME mentorship programme,
development of Business and Industrial
Parks, Science and Technology Parks and
SME work spaces spread across different
regions of Uganda to distribute spread of
industries and hence create more jobs
UIA has embarked on developing bankable
investment projects. The task requires
additional funding which is hoped to be
available in the next financial year. The
projects will be marketed to targeted
foreign direct investment companies in the
FDI markets, as well as Ugandans both at
home and in the Diaspora in a bid to spur
the development of viable consortiums

which will enable nationals to participate
more in the growth and development of
the economy as well as enable the development of a middle income economy as
wealth and jobs are created by Ugandan
nationals alongside FDI.

Strategic Investment Promotion
UIA has embarked on developing bankable
investment projects. The task requires
additional funding which is hoped to be
available in the next financial year. The
projects will be marketed to targeted
foreign direct investment companies in the
FDI markets, as well as Ugandans both at
home and in the Diaspora in a bid to spur
the development of viable consortiums
which will enable nationals to participate
more in the growth and development of
the economy as well as enable the development of a middle income economy as
wealth and jobs are created by Ugandan
nationals alongside FDI.

One Stop Centre Services

UIA has now become a one stop centre
for investors. UIA has set up a physical
One-Stop-Centre (OSC) to improve the service
delivery of the core Agencies/Institutions
to investors. These include URSB, URA,
Immigration Department, NEMA, Ministry
of Lands, Housing and Urban Development
(MLHUD) and recently UNBS. The current
physical OSC at UIA has given some level
of confidence to investors that business
licensing can be done in one location, reduce
on bureaucracy and cost. A recent Investor
Satisfaction Survey on the OSC conducted
by the UIA Research Unit (October 2015)
has confirmed that 80% of the investors
who have utilized OSC services are happy
with the services.
Government is to construct a Business
Facilitation Centre at Kololo which will house
the physical OSC, UIA, URSB and CMA.
This will bring on board many more MDAs
other than those currently accommodated
at the UIA Offices.
An electronic OSC is being developed to
facilitate quick business registration and
licensing in Uganda. Component 1 of the
first phase of this effort covers services
offered by URSB (Business registration),
URA (TIN registration), UIA (Investment
licence), DCIC (Work permit & Special
pass), KCCA (Trading licence), NEMA
(EIA Certificate) and Ministry of Lands
(Land verification), point the portal for this
improved service delivery initiative is being
developed. Government launched a web
portal for eOSC (www.eBiz.go.ug). Currently
the business Community can access the
portal and perform the following activities:
Guiding information for both domestic and
foreign entrepreneurs
Search for Business Name
Applying for Business Name Reservation
Applying for Land title Verification or search
Certificate
Assessment and provision of payment slips
for services offered
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Mr.Natver Patel - CEO
Shreeji Stationers 2009 (U) Limited
Tell us about Shreeji Stationers 2009 (U) Ltd

We employ close to three hundred (300) people including permanent
and casual employees.

people but they keep leaving to find other work. Most of them are
lured away with small amounts of increase in their salaries and
simply leave without notice. So relying on training local people
has been difficult.
Local manufactures should be encouraged by providing tax
benefits to compete with products imported from East African
Countries and other countries which will reduce total imports
in the country.
The depreciation of the Uganda shilling is another big challenge
we are facing.

What milestones has Shreeji Stationers 2009 (U) Ltd
achieved?

Describe the relationship Shreeji Stationers has with
Uganda Investment Authority

Shreeji Stationers 2009 (U) Ltd started in 2009 as a retail business
with a small base. We restructured the company in 2014 and new
investors joined, that’s when we started a manufacturing unit which
is now based in Nalukulongo industrial area.

How many employees does Shreeji Stationers 2009 (U)
Ltd have?

We have achieved a lot in a short time. The company grew by over
200% in 2015. So I can say our growth rate has been phenomenal.
Our main focus is to increase local employment. Our target is to
achieve 1000 plus employees within the next five years.

What challenges has Shreeji Stationers 2009 (U) Ltd
faced?

The challenge of stiff market competition which is obvious and we
are not worried about it
Other challenges are like, absence of reliable and affordable telephone
communication services, affordable and high speed internet services.
Need to improve on speedy clearance of goods at the border. The
high transportation cost from Mombasa port to Kampala is a big
challenge for the manufacturers in the country .High communication
cost within the East African countries should be looked into and must
be brought down for faster growth of East African Community trade
Getting skilled local people is a challenge. For example, we have a
fully technical plant and for two (2) years now, we have been training

Uganda Investment Authority has done a good job right from the
time we started. We were well guided by them. The very first
time I joined this company in 2014, I met Dr.Frank SSebowa
personally and I can say he is a kind person. He guided us very
well on how to start, how to become complete. We have an
investment license. We commend UIA for the One Stop Centre
concept which brings URA, Immigration etc. under one umbrella.
UIA and Shreeji Stationers have a strong relationship and we
expect more from them to continue to help, so we can comply
with all the legislations and Government Policies.

What is the future outlook of Shreeji Stationers 2009
(U) Ltd
Shreeji Stationers 2009 (U) Ltd want to be the paper King in Africa
and God willing we shall achieve that because our promoters are
so ambitious and want to take this company to the next level.
Our focus is to give quality products to our customers. We won’t
compromise on quality and customer services.

Exercise Books A4

Spiral Books

Box Files

Exercise Books A5

Counter Books

Graph Books & Graph Paper

Drawing Books

Ruled Papers

Mathematical Set

Plot 51/53, Nasser Road,Opp. MTK Building,
P.O. Box : 36468, Kampala, Uganda,
Tel. : +256 312 265352, +256 414 343891/2
Email: info@shreejistationers.com, Website: www.shreejistationers.com
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Rice becomes preferred
cash crop in Uganda
By Our Reporter

Fifteen years ago rice was a preserve for the rich or a special cuisine spared for Christmas and
ceremonies. But with the introduction of more than 16 species to farmers, the cereal is fast
replacing some staple foods in part of the country and becoming a preferred cash crop in some
circles. This with no doubt has led to several players within this field.
“Local demand currently consumes all we
have. We intend to begin export once we
have secured more feed stock”, says Mrs.
Elizabeth K. Rumanyika, Director of Strategic
Planning and Development FOL Group.
FOL Group was established in 2014 after
the merger of Faisal Oils Limited and FOL
Logistics Limited, by a group of businessmen
associated with international logistics/ trade
and heavy industry manufacturing business.
FOL Group operates a chain of businesses
all over the world; the group spread its
business interests into East Africa with their
first investment in Tanzania. In 2013, FOL
Group diversified its East African investment into Uganda with its first rice plant
at Namanve Kampala, trading under the
brand, Kingdom Rice.

Rising volumes of Production
Consequently, the volume of rice harvested
has constantly shot up from over 220,000
metric tons over the past years.
“Local production has saved the state more
than $30m that it would have spent importing
rice. It is now ideal for food security.”

When cassava mosaic hit Eastern Uganda
and the central region was ravaged by
banana wilt, rice had to take their place.
Wakiso, Luwero, Gulu, Teso and Hoima
are now producing lots of rice.
This has made Uganda a food basket in
a region that is badly hit by the effects of
climate change.
The popularity of rice was boosted when
maize prices plunged to their lowest in 2001.
This coincided with the introduction of a
rice species called Nerica 10/14 which were
found suitable to suffice.
This in addition to the political will and a
75 percent levy imposed on imported rice
boosted its popularity.
But the farmers in Budaka, Gulu and Wakiso
attribute the popularity of rice to better
harvest mechanisms in place.
In her view, Rumanyika says from the
existence of the rice mill, FOL Group has
acquired a two acre piece of land to the mill
where they will establish a US $ 10million
Biomass Factory using the abundant husk,

a residual by-product from rice milling. The
Biomass plant is estimated to produce
electricity that shall be consumed by the
rice mill, and the Bitumen refinery plant
to be set up too. Excess energy shall be
supplied to the national grid.
Another farmer in Tororo, Jennifer Apio says
the different rice species have a different
appeal to either men or women.
“The men want the species that is needle
sharp because it is preferred on the market,”
says Apio.
But most of us mothers want a species which
when cooked swells to provide enough
food for the family to eat and get satisfied.”
She observes that rice has improved the
women and children status in the family
as it earns them more purchasing power.
“In the past men used to plant cash crops
like cotton and the women dealt with food
crops like cassava, maize and bananas.
But rice has transformed this trend.” Apio
sums up saying, “There are new species
of rice that take between 90-100 days to
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mature. These are better than the old type
that used to take 140 days.”

Challenges

Although most farmers are subsistence
growers, they are increasingly moving
towards commercial agriculture. Areas of
Nwoya district have recorded a number of
commercial farmers growing upland rice.
Harvesting and postharvest handling of
rice is a challenge. Most farmers still use
rudimentary technologies and pests and
diseases are not well controlled, the new
rice variety being a new crop. There is
need for more capacity-building for farmers
to improve the farming techniques and to
learn best practices of handling the crop.
To this, Rumanyika says that in a bid to
supporting the local farmers to ensure that
they grow from Subsistence to commercial farming of the produce, the Group is
guaranteeing small holder farmers with
secure market , Supporting them acquire
financing through cost effective financial
arrangements and as well training them
on best farm practice.
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out orphans and needy children through
drives which target education, health and
basic necessities. Other projects will be
community driven projects and emergency
relief projects.

Rice Replacing Traditional Foods
The districts of Gulu, Amuru and Pader have
started reaping from this initiative. Increasingly, rice is replacing traditional food and
cash crops in the region. Acholi sub-region is
known for traditional crops like finger millet,
sorghum, cassava, maize and groundnuts.
With the introduction of upland rice, areas
of Anaka, Pabbo and Amuru sub-counties
have taken up the crop as one source of
revenue and a new food source.
Upland rice grows in dry land, unlike the
traditional rice grown in swampy areas. The
advantage therefore is that it conserves the
wetlands. In Uganda, large areas of swampland have increasingly been encroached on
in different parts of the country. Upland rice
has undergone adaptability tests and the
climate in the region is favorable. Farmers
have two harvest seasons for the crop.

As a mechanism to corporate social responsibility, Rumunyika says that their priority
as a group is primarily aimed at helping

“Local demand
currently
consumes all
we have. We
intend to begin
export once we
have secured
more feed
stock”
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Growing Through Innovation - NTV
True to our promise to turn on your world, NTV
remains the leading TV station both in reach and
market share. From bringing you the latest news
and current affairs, to keeping you entertained
with programming that keeps you glued to your
seat, NTV’s commitment to delivering quality,
informative, entertaining and engaging programing
is unwavering.
A May 2016 study by GeoPoll has affirmed our
market leadership. NTV’s national market share
is at 32% in comparison with the competition who
are all below 16%. GeoPoll has rated us as the
most watched TV station in the country with an
average rating of 5.6. With your support, NTV
Programs continue to dominate as the number 1
TV Shows across all Television Networks.
The business environment in which we operate
is extremely dynamic and is constantly disrupted
by technology, however we continuously evolve
to remain relevant to our viewers. The media
landscape has changed but TV remains a powerful
communications medium to contend with although
digital and online media has changed the way we
communicate. More to this, Digital/online media
is currently the fastest growing communication

medium.
Our approach to this has been to diversify and
become a multimedia organization with fully
functional and popular digital platforms encompassing website (www.ntv.co.ug), mobile applications (NTVGo and VIDTV) and social media.
We have the fastest growing media pages on
both Twitter and Facebook, the most popular
social media sites in the country. Our Facebook
Page (NTV Uganda) has 643, 048 lifetime likes
growing by 1,055 likes daily whereas Twitter (@
ntvuganda) has 385,000 followers with a daily
growth of 550 followers.
As Africa Broadcasting Uganda Limited (ABUL),
we extended our reach last year when we opened
Uganda’s first ever female TV station; Spark TV.
Spark TV caters to the entertainment needs of
today’s vibrant young Ugandan women that seeks
to advance their life. That means, Spark TV is an
inspirational brand that seeks to transform and
uplift the lives of its female viewers by providing
them with knowledge and skills to improve their
wellbeing.
Africa Broadcasting Uganda Limited is also rolling

out a fresh new mobile app for the trendy and tech
savvy called VID TV. As the world continues to
become a global village, VIDTV will allow you to
watch TV from across the East African Region on
the Go at the moment. The app includes channels
NTV and QTV from Nairobi at the moment and
can be downloaded from the Google Playstore..
More channels and riveting content from across
Africa will be included in within upgrades. We
encourage you to be one of the first to try it out.
Innovation is a key competency that is highly
valued by Africa Broadcasting Uganda Limited
(ABUL) as seen in our capability to produce the
1st ever Presidential Debate held in January with
a clean and quality feed to all local channels. We
also continue to produce quality documentaries
that tell untold stories which affect our communities and society as awhole.
We are committed to growing through innovation,
quality, timely and trusted information and great
programming.
We break the news first. If it happened, you will
see it first on NTV with an in-depth, analytical and
objective delivery. Stay tuned.
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The Steel & Tube
Industries Ltd. (STIL)
The Company
The Steel & Tube Industries Ltd. (STIL)
was incorporated on November 28, 2003.
It started with bulk manufacture of steel
products. In 2009 STIL took over the business
of Hardware Deals Uganda Ltd (HDL).
The Group:
The first company in the Group of Companies, known as Hardware Deals Uganda
Ltd (HDL), was incorporated on December
23, 1985 and had been a leading player in
trading of imported steel products for all
the years until its merger with Steel & Tube
Industries Limited.

The Location and Management:
STIL’s corporate and management offices
are located at Deals House, Plot 38-40
Mukabya Road, Jinja Road, Nakawa Industrial
Area, Kampala. The first factory is located
at Namanve and new factory is located at
KIBP (Kampala Industrial Business Park).
The company also has its chain of ten (10)
direct outlets located in various locations
in Kampala and upcountry.
Mr. Joseph Yiga, is the Chairman/Director
while Mr. Nilax Bhatt the General Manager,
heads the quality, Occupational Health &
Safety and Environment management role
and leads the company’s Management team.
STIL has about 2,080 direct and indirect
employees.

The Range of Products:

STIL is one of the leading manufacturers
of quality steel products in Uganda and the
Great Lakes region.
The main products manufactured are
following;
GI/PPGI Products: Galvanized Iron Sheets,
Pre-painted Iron Sheets, Mat-tiles Sheets,
Expanded Metal,
Hot rolled materials: hollow sections, open
profiles like door/window frames, fascia boards,
Z-purlins, bottle sections, checkered plate,
angle bars, flat bars, TMT steel bars, etc.
Wire products: nails, BRC, welded mesh,
HT bars, round bars, binding wires, drawn
wires, barbed wire & chain link, GI wire etc.
Household products: wrought iron products
and stainless steel tanks
Trading products: heavy beams, channels,
angles, flat bars, round bars, galvanised/
aluminium/stainless steel plates etc.
Other services offered by STIL include fabrication jobs tailored to clients’ specifications,
bending, angling, rolling, argon welding for
stainless steel and cutting metal sheets into
various sizes and shapes.

installed capacity of the group is over
300,000MT per annum. The group is
processing approximately 130,000MT of
steel per annum.
The Quality Policy of the company calls
for ‘’Total Customer Satisfaction’’ through
supply of the right products on time. The
company has regular and continuous supply
of raw materials from reputable steel mills
of South Africa, Taiwan, India and Japan.

Investment Value:

MISSION

Over the years, investment has grown to
a tune of over US $ 135 Million including
new investment of US $ 80 Million.

With a well-trained team, to manufacture
and sell better quality steel products at
competitive price through best practice
of ethics and to develop safe and healthy
working culture to all our employees,
customers, visitors and contractors so
as to satisfy the community and improve
shareholders value.

Installed Capacity:
STIL is equipped with state of art machinery
to produce a wide range of quality steel
products for the building industry. The

CORE VALUES
The values that guide the Company’s
management and staff while undertaking
activities that enable the Company to
achieve its objectives are: Quality, Safety,
Ethics, Teamwork, Respect, Performance
and Professionalism.

VISION
To become the leading and most reliable
manufacturer and supplier of steel profiles
in the East Africa region and beyond.

Leading Manufacturer of Genuine STEEL products

MAT TILES

SMART LINK

HIGH TENSILE BARS

SMART TILES

SMART BARB

S

HOLLOW SECTIONS

SMART CHEQUERED

CORPORATE OFFICE
Deals House, Jinja Road,

ISO
9001 : 2008
14001 : 2004 &
OHSAS
18001 : 2007
Certified Company

Plot 38-40 Mukabya Road, Nakawa Industrial Area,
P. O. Box 33784 Kampala-Uganda,
Tel: +256 0414 287950, 0312 261283
Fax: +256 414 286293, Email: info@stil.co.ug

FACTORY OUTLETS:
NALUKOLONGO

MBARARA

LIRA

KISORO

NAKASERO

BWAISE

GULU

SOROTI

Masaka Rd, Next to Eliana Jr School
Tel: 0414 271194
Plot 4/4 Market Street
Tel: 0414 344989

Akiiki Nyabongo Road
Tel: 0717 900469
Bombo Rd, Opp.Tuff Foam
Tel: 0716 242501

Aduku Rd.
Tel: 0473 420541
Bunyoro Rd. Opp. Gapco
Tel: 0713 728775

Bunagana Road
Tel: 0711 244238
Main Street
Tel: 0718 404740
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Riham Stands the
Taste of Time
Hariss International Limited is a company that was incorporated in 2005 with the main objective of carrying out the business of manufacturing biscuits, flavored still drinks, mineral water,
Fresh Fruit Juice and Carbonated soft and energy drinks under the brand name of ‘RIHAM’ to
meet the needs of Foods and Beverages of the Ugandan Market.

Hajj Izzat Director (L) H.E The Vice Prisedent Edward Sekandi (C) and Director of Sales and Marketing Harris International the overall
First Runner Up Investor of the Year 2015
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Hariss International Limited is a company
that was incorporated in 2005 with the
main objective of carrying out the business
of manufacturing biscuits, flavored still
drinks, mineral water, Fresh Fruit Juice and
Carbonated soft and energy drinks under the
brand name of ‘RIHAM’ to meet the needs
of Foods and Beverages of the Ugandan
Market. The Company is located at plot
32&33, Bombo road, Kawempe, Kampala.
The Company Shareholders are Mr.
Yasser.K. Ahmed who is the group
Chairman, Mr. Chadi.K. Ahmed the Sales
and Marketing Director and Mr. Izzat the
Director.
The Company has accumulated capital
investment of about 20million dollars and this
year we added capital investment of about
25 million dollars which gives us a total of
45 million dollars. The Company employs
over 2500 people both directly and indirectly
with our agents and over 1000 employees
are youth with the majority being Female.
We are paying an average of 5 billion Ushs
in taxes to the government per month which
makes it 60 billion Ushs per year. Indirectly
we pay taxes of about 700 million Ushs
per month on electricity and 32 million on
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water and of course PAYE of the employees.
Our company participates in the corporate
social responsibility like supporting charitable
organizations like Sanyu Babies Home,
construction of road humps to enable School
going children cross the road safely and the
staff and the construction of Bukuku Water
well. We have sponsored the Dolphins
Swimming Club which always emerges as
victor and other Football Clubs. In addition
to this, we are treating 7 cancer patients
whose bills we are paying directly to their
respective hospitals. We have also participated in the fight against fistula by taking
part in the Kabaka run.
We aim at unity and therefore participated
in the Africa Mashariki run.
Amidst all this, like any other Company
we are faced with challenges like the ever
depreciating Shilling against other International currencies, unstable exchange rates,
some impassable roads, high electricity
and water rates, lax laws on importation of
substitute goods among others…
We believe that all the above can be
countered by government to facilitate and
improve the business environment.

We are paying
an average of
5 billion Ushs
in taxes to the
government
per month
which makes it
60 billion Ushs
per year.
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Customer satisfaction
through consistent
quality
Tororo Cement Limited
Tororo Cement was taken over by new
management in 1995 at a time when the
site was not operational.
The new management undertook a rehabilitation, expansion and modernization
program in phases. In a short span, the
new management not only gave a new look
to the Ugandan Cement Industry but also
became the market leader. Tororo Cement
is now the largest Cement manufacturer
in the country.

Products
The Company produces various types of
quality Cement and steel products. Tororo
Cement’s products are well established in
domestic and export markets.

Investments

of Standards (UNBS) and are of international standards. Tororo Cement is an ISO
accredited company for its manufacturing
and marketing process. The Company was
awarded with Gold and Silver prizes by
Export Promotion Board-Uganda.
Tororo Cement has also created a facility
for production of galvanized roofing sheets,
nails, barbed wire and other steel products.
The Company is ISO 14001 accredited for
its environment and dust free workings.

Employment
Tororo Cement employs nine hundred
(900) people directly and provides indirect
employment to approximately ten thousand
(10,000) in the area. This is in addition to
the mining operations in Kapchorwa and
Moroto district

Since 1995, the present management has
invested approximately USD 200 Millions in
phases, to upgrade the Clinkerization plant
and to expand (with updated technology)
the Cement-grinding, storage, packing and
dispatch system.
The Company has doubled its cement
grinding capacity to 1.8 Million tons per
annum with three new storage silos. The
modernization of the Clinkerization process
with updated environment pollution (Cooler
ESP and Beg filter Plants) control equipment were completed to produce 300,000
tons per annum.

Exchequer

Quality		

Tororo cement actively takes part and
contributes direct financial assistances and
building materials to various district- local

All the products of Tororo cement are
approved by the Uganda National Bureau

Tororo Cement contributes approximately
Ugsh. 12.5 billion per month (150 billion
per annum) to Uganda Revenue Authority
in direct and indirect taxes, mineral duties
etc. and approximatelty 50 Million Ushs
per annum to various local governments.
Uganda Revenue Authority recognized
and awarded Tororo Cement as the most
compliant tax payer.
Tororo cement is also the largest consumer
of electrical power with a monthly payout
to UMEME of Ushs 2.5 Billions.

Direct Assistance

government and national projects. Some
of the assistances are stated below:
-Growing banana on more than 250 acres
of land to feed the school children on
regular basis.
- Constructed 44 biogas plants for local
residents
-Construction of Bridges, culverts, roads,
school, Dispensary in Karamoja area.
-Operating the mobile health unit for the
primary health services in Karamoja region.
-Tororo district- Building renovation, Road
repairs.
-Food stuff for internally displaced people
at Tororo
-UWESO for HIV project assistance.
- Assistance to Busiro North Dev. Foundation.
- Drinking water natural springs at six
places in Tororo district.
-Repairs and maintenance of the school
in the Osukuru sub county.

Future Pojects:
We plan to expand the Cement grinding
capacity to 3 Million tons per annum with
additional SILO and Packing plant. The
likely investment is in the region of $30
Millions which is proposed to start by
October 15th this year and be complete
by June 2017.
The detailed prospecting of Mining leasesTororo Hills, Ram Hill and Moroto area
are in progress to set up an additional
CLINKERIZATION plant. The additional
Clinkerziation plant is estimated at $ 150
Million.
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About Turkish
Airlines
Over the years that fleet has now grown to number over 327 aircraft, but
the company manifests the same passion and enthusiasm for service and
quality that were present at its inception
Established in 1933 with a fleet of five
aircraft, Star Alliance member Turkish Airlines
is a 4-star airline today with a fleet of 327
(passenger and cargo) aircraft flying to more
than 290 destinations worldwide with 241
international and 49 domestic. According
to the 2015 Skytrax survey, Turkish Airlines
was chosen as “Europe’s Best Airline” for the
fifth and “Best Airline in Southern Europe”
for the seventh consecutive time. Having
won in 2010 the world’s “Best Economy
Catering Service”, in 2013 the world’s “Best

Business Catering Service”, and in 2014
“Best Business Catering Service” awards,
Turkish Airlines was awarded the world’s
“Best Business Class Lounge Dining” and
“Best Business Airline Lounge” prizes in
the 2015 Skytrax survey.
Over the years that fleet has now grown to
number over 327 aircraft, but the company
manifests the same passion and enthusiasm
for service and quality that were present at
its inception. THY now has the youngest

fleet in Europe and with upcoming aircraft
orders, will further reduce the age of the fleet
while continuously upgrading service quality.
Turkish Airlines has been expanding flight
destinations in Africa region over the last
6 years. Currently Turkish Airlines is flying
to 37 destinations in the Africa region and
connecting African guests to 300 destinations worldwide. Turkish Airlines started
operations to Uganda three(3) flight a week
in 2010 and increased daily flights in 2014
December. Turkish Airlines also has (two)
2 cargo flights a week from Entebbe to 300
destinations via Istanbul.
Since April 1st, 2008, THY has been a
member of the world’s largest airline group,
Star Alliance, adding even more benefits
to those traveling on Turkey’s rising star.
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Nile Breweries
Limited
Nile Breweries Limited was established in
1951 by a group of businessmen, associated
with the Construction of Owen Falls Dam.
After several ownerships, the company was
acquired in 2001 from the Madhvani family
by SABMiller plc, the world’s 2nd largest
brewer in the world.
The capacity of Nile Breweries Limited
stands at 2.45 million hectoliters, making
NBL the No 1 provider of locally produced
beer in Uganda with a 59% market share
.

Our brands

Nile Breweries Limited is the producer of
Nile Special, Club Pilsener, Eagle Lager,
Eagle Extra, Eagle Dark, Nile Gold, Castle

Milk Stout, Redd’s, Redd’s Vodka Lemon,
Castle Lite, Chairman’s ESB, Chibuku ,
Castle Lite and Castle Lager.

The Mbarara Brewery investment
In 2011, a study was undertaken by Nile
Breweries Limited to determine whether
new capacity should be added to the Jinja
site or via a greenfield brewery at another
location in Uganda.
Based on its status as the major transport
hub for the region and its superior infrastructure, Mbarara was identified as the
ideal location for a new brewery.
After an extensive search, a land at Ruharo
was chosen because of its location on the
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River Rwizi, as a reliable source of good
quality water.
Work on the new Mbarara Brewery was
completed in 2013 with a total investment
$90.6 million. The brewery was launched
by His Excellence The President of Uganda
–Yoweri Kaguta Museveni on August 22,
2013 with an initial capacity of 650,000
hectoliters of beer per annum, expandable
to 1.8 million hectoliters.

Job creation
The brewery currently provides direct
employment to 191 staff, and about 32,000
indirect jobs have been created in the wider
economy through the value chain.
Western Uganda is immensely benefiting
from the Nile Breweries local sourcing
project that currently benefits an estimated
20,000-/+ farmers who are growing sorghum,
barley, maize and sugar - ingredients used
in beer production. 65% of the company’s
raw materials are sourced locally.

Taxes
The Mbarara establishment currently pays
approximately USD20,895,522 in taxes to
the government of Uganda.

Environment
A state-of-the-art water and effluent treatment plant, to ensure water of the highest
quality is used for brewing, and clean waste
water, complying with national standards is
returned to the environment.
We actively participate in initiatives to
conserve River Rwizi catchment areas.
The company is in active partnership
with NEMA, NWSC, DWD, Ministry of
Environment, National Forestry Authority
and Municipalities while executing these
environmental responsibilities.

Nile Breweries Mbarara Plant

PROFILES
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Social Investment
Hima Cement Coffee Development Project

At Hima Cement, we aim to reach beyond
the boundaries of our own business operations through important social investments.
We want to play a role in improving the lives
of the people and communities around us.
Our social investments aim at improving
people’s quality of life in a sustainable way;
by building capacity through education,
improving health and safety, and protecting
the environment. One of the key initiatives we
are engaged in is the Hima Cement Coffee
Development Project.
The Hima Cement plant in Kasese, western
Uganda, uses biomass for around 55% of its
thermal energy needs. A significant portion
of this biomass comes from coffee husks –

Man holding coffee trees form Hima Cement

a byproduct from the local coffee industry.
The Hima Coffee Development Project was
born out of the need to secure sustainable
access to renewable energy while benefitting
local coffee producing communities towards
poverty alleviation and economic growth.
In 2011, Hima Cement partnered with Uganda
Coffee Development Authority (UCDA), local
farmers associations and local governments
of Kasese and Kamwenge districts to launch
the Hima Cement Coffee Development
Project. While Hima Cement provides the
financing, UCDA provides certified coffee
seeds required for the project and offers
training to farmers organizations, Local
government provides agricultural extension

services while farmers organizations help
to mobilize farmers and grow the nursery
beds. Three farmers’ associations are
involved in the implementation - Bukonzo
Joint Cooperative Micro Finance Society
Limited (BJC), Kamwenge District Farmers
Organization (KADIFO) and Kasese District
Farmers Association (KADIFA)
Hima Cement has since invested over ugx 5
billion shillings to distribute 16.7 million coffee
seedlings to farmers with more than 60,000
small scale farmers benefitting.
“The resulting income is expected to total
approximately $27 million by 2020,” says Israel
Tinkasimiire, Country Geocylce Manager at
Hima Cement.
The project increases both family incomes
and husk supply for non-fossil, renewable energy for the Hima plant. The husks
contribute to achieving LafargeHolcim’s 2030
Plan target to use 80 million tons of wastederived resources by 2030 and reduce CO2
emissions per tonne of cement. Hima Cement
is a member of LafargeHolcim, which is the
largest building materials company present
in 90 countries across the world. 30 kilo
tonnes of husks will be got from the coffee
project annually by 2020, accounting for
20% of Hima Cement energy requirement.
Our other initiatives in Education include
school infrastructure development, Newspapers in Education program, and the Green
Schools Project which educated students
about reforestation. In health, we run an
antiretroviral therapy program where over
600 members of the community are registered and treated on our HIV program at
the company clinic; and carry out monthly
community health outreaches through our
Peer Education program. Hima Cement
has also partnered with WWF (World wide
Fund for Nature) to protect River Mubuku
catchment area through planting of trees
and promoting safer agricultural practices
among farmers along that river.
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Growing SMEs through
alternative financing
The 2nd Kampala Private Equity and Venture Capital Conference 2016

BUSINESS
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enhance SMEs. “Government supports
such private equity conferences because
they benefit the SMEs in a number of ways
through providing cheaper financing options,
better management skills as well as access
to large markets.” He said.
The keynote speaker at the conference,
Prof. Augustus Nuwagaba said private equity
firms were very significant to businesses
because they provided cheaper affordable
sources of finance, enabled the generation
of high returns and were actively involved
in the development of the business which
brought on board experienced professionals
and new technologies in the business.

Business people, Entrepreneurs and Private
Equity firms attended the second Private
Equity and Venture Capital Conference at
Serena hotel on 21st June 2016 under the
theme “Enhancing the growth of SMEs through
alternative financing.” Mr. Lawrence Kiiza,
Director, Economic
Monitoring in the
Ministry of Finance
Planning and
Economic Development presided over
the event on behalf
of the Rt. Hon. Prime
Minister.

are the only missing middle.
He appreciated the great opportunity unveiled
for SMEs to take advantage of the private
equity and venture capitalist firms, whose
participation in their businesses would not

He however noted that it was important to
develop internally. ’Ugandans must also
start saving more and invest. That way,
they will create wealth which in turn will
boost the country’s development’, he said
Eng. Dr. Frank Sebbowa, in his welcome
remarks earlier, highlighted the growing
importance of alternative financing to the
existing commercial banks.
The conference, which
was attended by about
350 people, comprised
presentations, panel
discussions and business
to business meetings
between SMEs and
private equity / venture
capital firms, as well as
professional service
providers like lawyers,
accountants, insurance
companies and business
consultants. About 12
equity firms based in
Uganda and the surrounding region attended
the event. It is hoped that the next conference will be premised on the gains of the
engagement so far and further consolidation
of those gains. As a result of the conferences some non-Ugandan equity firms have
opened offices in Kampala.

’Ugandans must also start saving more
and invest. That way, they will create
wealth which in turn will boost the

In his opening
remarks, Eng.
Tobias Karekaho,
UIA’s Acting Board
Chairman, gave
a detailed brief
background of the formation of UIA Small
and Medium Enterprises Division in 2009
and highlighted one of its major roles as
the linkage of SMEs to financial sources,
hence the identification of the alternative
sources of finance in the private equity
and venture capital firms represented at
the meeting. He noted that Ugandans are
highly entrepreneurial people and that SMEs

country’s development’

only provide affordable capital but widen
their market share in the various sectors
they were in.
Eng. Karekaho, said SMEs were crucial to
the development of the economy (90% of
the working population was employed by
SMEs who contributed 60% of Uganda’s
GDP). There was therefore the need to
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Investments Sustaining
National Development
Growth – Which Way Uganda?
This presentation was delivered at the Investment Opportunities and Networking conference
during the Uganda Investment Week 2016 on Thursday 23rd June 2016 at Hotel Africana
This year Uganda Investment Authority
becomes 25 years. Happy Birthday UIA. In
September 1991 Government established
UIA as a government agency to promote
Uganda as an investment destination,
to promote and facilitate private sector
investment and advocate for appropriate
investment policies from government.
That is the core function of UIA and is
the bedrock of this forum that is being
held this week.
The first twenty five(25) years of UIA’s
existence accord us as a country and
its friends a very important opportunity
to reflect on what we have managed to
achieve over this period as well as the
economic transformation that has taken
place in our country since 1991. We can
then use the lessons learned to design
the most efficient and most effective
roadmap in the new global economy, in
the new normal.
Ladies and gentlemen we are approaching
a consensus on the best way forward
to achieve transformative development
in Uganda. This consensus focuses on
holistic sustainable development in an
innovative trinity of inter- generational
social equity, economic development and
environmental protection. That is, social
development, economic development

BUSINESS

while protecting the resources that help
us to develop.
There are three stakeholders here; Government, investors (local and foreign) and
the community (the consumers and the
workers).

What is in it for Government?
As Government, development means more
jobs or occupations at more value added for
more Ugandans across more of the country.
If we can contribute to more occupations
at a higher level of value added for more
Ugandans across more of Uganda we are
on the way to getting that sustainable market
with effective buying power.

For Investors (local and foreign),
what do they want?
They want to ensure sustainable and profitable businesses in all sectors or levels of
operation with adequate infrastructure i.e
power, water, irrigation, roads and also ICT

The Community
The third stakeholder group is, the Community,
who work in our industries and services and
also buy our products and services.

What can we do?
We need to develop a virtuous circle where we
are all involved and where we are all dependent
on each other. What we need to focus on as
we move forward is what actions do we need
to take collectively to scale up mobilization of
the means for effective implementation of the
new development agenda spanning finance,
ICT, skills transfer and capacity building within
our institutions. By Institutions, I do not mean
just Government ministries and departments, I
mean our industries, services, farms, clinics etc.
As stakeholders in our common journey to
ensure Uganda achieves sustainable and
inclusive middle income status we must reflect
on the development agenda that has brought
us this far.
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What are some of our recent
macroeconomic achievements?
Over the last 20 years economic growth
averaged over 5% per annum, we have
had low and stable inflation over the last
two decades except for 2011/12 during the
global crisis, we have had steady growth
in foreign direct investment over the past
decade which showed confidence in our
macroeconomic stability.
The Ugandan banking sector has been
stable and government has implemented
many government reforms like the Public
Finance Bill, Anti Corruption Act and the Anti
Money Laundering Act but we have to move
on from there and see how we use this basis
to make sure we go forward in an inclusive
and sustainable way.
We have a population of about thirty six(36)
million, we are a member of the East African
Community with a population of about 150
million people, a member of COMESA with
420 million people, our GDP is estimated at
about 25 billion USD, we are fully liberalized
with an open current and capital account.
Cooperation is key
So what is the lesson we take from the last
decade for all of us who planned the agenda
and those of us here implementing the agenda.
The most important lesson is that we must
cooperate.
For our government- investor- customer
framework to be truly successful it has to be
accompanied by a well-coordinated implementation capacity, adequate financial resources,
technology development and transfer, human
and institutional capacity building. We need
a holistic approach.
The private sector is the engine of growth
and Government’s role is to facilitate the
private sector. This is the private sector and
government interface.

Role of Government
The Government’s role is to sustain a stable
macroeconomic framework; low inflation,
predictable interest rates and to ensure a
predictable, supportive legal and regulatory

regime. A level playing field.
Government’s role is also to accelerate
investment in public goods that are bulky
and require a lot of money upfront where
the private sector would not want to invest
because it requires a lot of money upfront
and the payback period is very long. Pubic
goods include all weather roads, piped
water, reliable power, skilled workforce and
ICT infrastructure. These are what investors
keep telling the Ministry of Finance to invest
in every time a survey is conducted. The
emphasis therefore should be on making
sure Government delivers on these first four
(mentioned above) and shows how it is using
tax money and accounting for it.
We need to improve project implementation of Government so that projects can be
implemented on time and under budget so
that the roads can start to be used, the power
can start to be used and the skilled work force
can start working. And this will facilitate the
rise of a middle class and a skilled technical
workforce.
The other area where Government needs to
help in the development agenda, is to expand
Education and Health Care which this year
is about 25% of the national budget. These
are intangible bulky goods.
Accessible and affordable financing across
sectors.
How can we reduce the cost of borrowing
for enterprises that are viable? How can we
bring in the attitude of cost benefit analysis
into more of the entrepreneurs?
Logistics and distribution.
Uganda is at the center of East Africa. How
can we get into this market? Why should most
of the trucks being driven on our roads have
foreign registration plates?
All this requires coordination between the
Government, the private sector and the
overseas partners.
What are Uganda’s natural advantages?
Uganda is the only country in East Africa that
has got two rain seasons which gives us a
good climate for agriculture and nobody can
take that away from us. Its us who decide not
to take advantage of it.
Uganda has the most fertile soils in East
Africa. We should be the biggest agricultural

>>>>>>>
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processor in East Africa. Agricultural products
have a very ready market because no matter
how bad things are, no matter what happens
in Shanghai, London or New York people
have to eat. Besides coffee, we have maize,
beans, rice, bananas, cassava, millet, fish.
So why don’t we go into these?
We have a very ready market of 150 million in
East Africa without even considering Southern
Sudan or Eastern Congo. They are right
next door. No complicated forms to fill in, no
airplanes to hire, its just a matter of rolling
the products across the border.
We must process, we must increase agricultural productivity. We must produce more per
acre of food grown and process it ourselves.
We must stop seeing trucks carrying livestock
across the border or maize on the cob or beans
in the shell. It should be flour, milk, beef etc
Uganda owns 40% of Lake Victoria, the second
biggest fresh water body in the world, add to
that lakes Kyoga, Albert, Edward , George
and the various rivers. Why don’t we do much
more fish farming?
We have renewable energy; hydro, solar,
wind. Why don’t we go into mini-hydro? It
does not cost very much to set up a mini hydro
plant. Government has a definite programme
where every unit of renewable energy can
be bought before hand. There are tariffs for
Hydro, solar, wind, geo-thermal and even

diesel. One can work backwards and be able
to work out how much to produce. Electricity
Regulatory Authority has more details on this.
We have mineral resources for value addition
and industrial minerals in our soils. There is a
Presidential directive that prohibits export of
raw minerals. The market has been closed
in for locals. Why don’t you take advantage
of this?
Another natural advantage is tourism. Uganda
has the best boutique (specialized) tourism in
the world. This is not about acres and acres
of people baking in the sun on a beach.
This is about Kidepo, the source of the Nile,
tree climbing lions, mountain gorillas, the 40
tribes of Uganda with their diverse cultures,
the snow caps of the Rwenzoris etc. But we
need to work together with the Ministry of
Transport and Works to make roads passable,
the Ministry of Energy to provide power, the
Ministry of ICT to provide communications
links, the Ministry of Local Government to
help locals feel they are stakeholders. The
tourism operators must insist various government departments sit together and provide
this environment.

Investment Financing.
When people say Ugandans have no savings,
that is not exactly true. The savings are just not

visible. Why should savers keep their money
in a bank account that is not keeping up with
inflation? There is money always available
for good projects and that is where Uganda
Investment Authority UIA can really come in.
To bring the money people together with the
ideas people.
Its not a matter of saying we do not have
access to finances. If that was true everyone
who has ever got a bank loan would never
go bankrupt. Its about feasibility. The money
people, who are increasingly private sector,
should be able to see a return on their
investment.
UIA has now set up the One Stop Centre for
start-ups, business name reservations and
verification of land titles, the single window
clearance at various border points under the
Ministry of Trade and Industry is now functional,
there is a credit reference bureau to help
verify credit status of prospective borrowers.
Worldwide money is looking for good investments. It all rushed into China and Asia, it came
into Africa but mainly through treasury bills
now let us see if it come in for longer terms.

Private Equity and Venture Capital
Uganda has been singled out as one of
the sixteen African countries that are the
most promising destinations for investment
financing after China. The not so good news
however is, that among the sixteen there are
Uganda’s neighbors like Kenya, Tanzania
and Ethiopia. Which means Uganda must
stand out in the East African market if it is to
attract investment financing.
In summary structural transformation of the
economy is at the core of Uganda’s Vision
2030. Structural economic changes will be
driven by productivity improvements and a
significant increase in infrastructure investments
targeting the strategic sectors of Energy, oil,
transport, agriculture and ICT.
We must prioritize the development of value
chains. We must increase efficiency of
resource planning and management decisions
within the public sector. Ensure parity, quality
and relevance in the appropriation of social
services. Its up to the private sector to insist
on what they want.
>>>>>>>
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This is your money.
On its side the Government is trying to improve
the taxation capacity, foreign borrowing (both
concessional and non concessional) while
mitigating the risks involved through Public
Private Partnerships (PPP) and insurance
guarantees.
Government has introduced amendments
to the Public Financial Institutions Act which
includes bringing in banking according to
Islamic principles.
There is also bank assurance which will
encourage financiers and lenders to lend
to agriculture.
There are mobile money regulations to help
us make mobile money safer and better
regulated so it can spread faster and bring
even more people into the money economy.
There is blended financing which goes beyond
the Public Private Partnerships PPP and
involves development banks, private sector
finance institutions where Government lever-

ages its own money with private sector money.
All the above is geared at bringing more
money to the table for bankable ideas.

The way forward
Its clear that beyond 2016 Government must
seek not only social investments (Education
and Health) but also smart investments in
productive sectors like infrastructure, ICT etc
to help production. We all know that development attacks three things; poverty, ignorance
and disease. The private sector can really
shine, especially in attacking poverty.
Government acknowledges that in this new
normal, private sector money is much more
than money available to government and
overseas development agencies. I am told
private sector money is ten times what is available to government and overseas agencies.
Private sector finance is what moves the globe
and is what will move Uganda.

We have to work with the private sector to
develop Uganda. That is the new imperative
that we have. Our people need a strong durable
infrastructure framework, job opportunities
with a living wage and skills enhancement.
That is when they can help us to grow our
businesses, grow our services and get a rate
of return on our investment.
In a nutshell all three stakeholder groups
(government, investors and the community)
will need to work together to ensure we go
for development that will be sustainable and
includes more of the people so we can grow
that market that we need for all our products
and services.

By Hon Maria Kiwanuka, former Minister
of Finance, Planning and Economic
Development
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Investment Statistics
1991 - 2015
LICENSED PROJECTS FOR 1991 to 2015

TOP 10 SOURCE COUNTRIES FOR LICENSED PROJECTS, 1991 -2015
Country
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Uganda
India
China
United Kingdom
Kenya
Pakistan
United States
Canada
Eritrea
South Africa
TOTAL

Licensed Projects
2,421
940
486
413
385
137
116
102
87
85
5,172

% Contribution
39.01
15.15
7.83
6.65
6.20
2.21
1.87
1.64
1.40
1.37
83.3
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LICENSED PROJECTS

LICENSED PROJECTS DISTRIBUTION
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TOP 10 SOURCE COUNTRIES FOR LICENSED INVESTMENT
Country
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Uganda
China
India
United Kingdom
Kenya
Canada
Cayman Islands
Singapore
United States
Netherlands
TOTAL

Planned Investment
in US Dollars (millions)
8,739,429,250
1,776,792,098
1,498,969,757
1,450,016,367
1,334,140,942
697,035,400
644,282,000
486,169,000
381,507,234
374,258,504
17,382,600,552

% ge
42.77
8.70
7.34
7.10
6.53
3.41
3.15
2.38
1.87
1.83
85.1

DISTRIBUTION OF LINCENSED EMPLOYMENT, 1991 - 2015
Year Licensed

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
TOTAL

Licensed Jobs

473
6,159
24,530
17,058
19,827
17,736
13,102
7,177
5,008
9,278
17,042
12,508
18,713
14,455
26,280
46,313
57,670
49,066
72,245
84,017
48,378
60,918
81,047
41,137
48,165
798,302

%ge

0.06
0.77
3.07
2.14
2.48
2.22
1.64
0.90
0.63
1.16
2.13
1.57
2.34
1.81
3.29
5.80
7.22
6.15
9.05
10.52
6.06
7.63
10.15
5.15
6.03
100.00
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SOURCE COUNTRIES FOR PLANNED EMPLOYMENT

LINCENSED EMPLOYMENT BY SECTOR, 1991 - 2015
Country
Agriculture, Hunt, Forest & Fish
Community & Social Services
Construction
Electricity, Gas & Water
Fin, Ins, Real Estate & Biz Systems
Manufacturing
Mining & Quarrying
Not Specified
Transport, Storage & Communications
Wholesale & Retail, Cat & Accommodation Systems
TOTAL

Licensed Employment
199,978
20,675
61,122
43,811
98,536
262,185
32,485
559
45,868
33,083
798,302

% ge
25.1
2.6
7.7
5.5
12.3
32.8
4.1
0.1
5.7
4.1
100.0
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Investment Statistics
Q3 2015/2016
LICENSED PROJECTS FOR Q3 2014/15 TO Q3 2015/16
Quarters

Q3 2014/15

Licensed projects

Q4 2014/15

73

Q1 2015/16

82

Q2 2015/16

86

Q3 2015/16

104

% change
(Q2 2015/16
to Q3
2015/16)
76
26.9

LICENSED PROJECTS TRENDS FOR Q3 OF FYs 2011/12 TO 2015/16
Quarters
No. of projects

Q3

2011/2012 Q3
Q3
Q3
Q3
2012/2013
2013/2014
2014/2015
2014/2015
89
87
127
73
76

S TAT S
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LICENSED PROJECTS BY OWNERSHIP, Q3 2015/16
Ownership
Foreign
Joint Venture
Local
TOTAL

Licensed Projects
57
6
13
76

LICENSED PROJECTS BY OWNERSHIP, Q3 2014/15 TO Q3 2015/16
Ownership

Foreign
Joint Venture
Local
TOTAL

Q3 2014/15

Q4 2014/15

49
13
11
73

Q1 2015/16

62
2
18
82

Q2 2015/16

61
1
24
86

Q3 2015/16

71
3
30
104

57
6
13
76

% distribution % change
for Q3
(Q2 2015/16
2015/16
to Q3
2015/16)
75.0
-19.7
7.9
100.0
17.1
-56.7
100.0
-26.9
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LICENSED PROJECTS BY REGION, Q3 2014/15 TO Q3 2015/16
Region

Central
Eastern
Northern
Western
TOTAL

Q3 2014/15

Q4 2014/15

66
2
3
2
73

Q1 2015/16

71
3
3
5
82

Q2 2015/16

73
8
3
2
86

Q3 2015/16

81
15
2
6
104

55
8
7
6
76

% distribution % change
for Q3
(Q2 2015/16
2015/16
to Q3
2015/16)
72.4
-32
10.5
-46.7
9.2
250.0
7.9
0.00
100.0
-26.9
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LICENSED PROJECTS BY SECTOR, Q3 2015/16
Sector

Licensed Projects

Agric, Hunt, Forest & Fish
Community & Social Services
Construction
Electricity, Gas & Water
Fin, Ins, Real Est & Biz Svs

17
3
8
3
8

PROJECTS BY SECTOR, Q3 2014/15 TO Q3 2015/16
Sector

Q3 2014/15

Q4 2014/15

Q1 2015/16

Q2 2015/16

Q3 2015/16

% distribution % change
for Q3
(Q2 2015/16
2015/16
to Q3
2015/16)
22.4
-22.7

Agric, Hunt, Forest
& Fish
Community & Social
Services
Construction
Electricity, Gas &
Water
Fin, Ins, Real Est &
Biz Svs
Manufacturing
Mining & Quarrying

11

15

12

22

17

2

4

3

2

3

3.9

50.0

1
0

7
4

5
1

9
4

8
3

10.5
3.9

-11.1
-25.0

11

10

17

23

8

10.5

-65.2

37
4

35
2

41
4

30
5

30
1

39.5
1.3

0.0
-80.0

Transport, Storage
& Comm
Wh & Ret, Cat &
Accom Svs Count
TOTAL

3

3

3

6

3

3.9

-50.0

4

2

0

3

3

3.9

0.0

73

82

86

104

76

100.0

-26.9
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LICENSED PROJECTS BY
COUNTRY, Q3 2015/16
Country
Belgium
China
Denmark
Egypt
Eritrea
India
Iran
Italy
Ivory Coast
Kenya
Mauritius
Netherlands
Norway
Pakistan
Rwanda
Somalia
South Sudan
Sudan
Sweden
Taiwan
Uganda
United Kingdom
United States
TOTAL

Canada
China
Eritrea
India
Kenya
Korea South
Mauritius
Nigeria
Pakistan
Turkey
Uganda
United Kingdom
United States
TOTAL

Country

Licensed Projects
1
17
1
1
2
8
1
1
1
8
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
3
1
17
2
2
76

LICENSED PROJECTS Q1 2015/16
Country

LICENSED PROJECTS Q2 2015/16

Licensed Projects
1
22
4
13
2
1
2
1
3
2
33
1
1
86

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Afghanistan
Belgium
Canada
Cayman Islands
China
Denmark
Egypt
Eritrea
Ethiopia
Finland
France
India
Italy
Japan
Jordan
Kenya
Korea South
Lebanon
Mauritius
Netherlands
Pakistan
Panama
Qatar
South Africa
Spain
Sri Lanka
Turkey
Uganda
United Kingdom
United States
Vietnam
TOTAL

Licensed Projects
1
2
1
2
7
1
1
4
1
1
1
16
2
2
1
4
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
3
1
4
1
34
4
1
1
104

Country
Belgium
Denmark
Egypt
Iran
Italy
Ivory Coast
Mauritius
Netherlands
Norway
Rwanda
Somalia
South Sudan
Taiwan
Eritrea
Pakistan
Sudan
United Kingdom
United States
Sweden
India
Kenya
China
Uganda
TOTAL

Licensed Projects
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
8
8
17
17
76

S TAT S
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FDI
Country
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Belgium
China
Denmark
Egypt
Eritrea
India
Iran
Italy
Ivory Coast
Kenya
Mauritius
Netherlands
Norway
Pakistan
Rwanda
Somalia
South Sudan
Sudan
Sweden
Taiwan
United Kingdom
United States
FDI
DDI
TOTAL

Licensed Projects
1
17
1
1
2
8
1
1
1
8
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
3
1
2
2
59
17
76

S TAT S

S TAT S
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LICENSED PROJECTS BY REGIONAL BLOCK, Q3 2015/16
Regional Block
Asia
EAC
Europe
Middle East
North America
Other Africa
TOTAL

Licensed Projects
28
27
10
2
2
7
76

LICENSED PROJECTS BY REGIONAL BLOCK
Regional Block

Asia
EAC
Europe
Middle East
North America
Other Africa
TOTAL

Q1 2015/16

Q2 2015/16

39
35
1
2
2
7
86

Q3 2015/16

35
38
13
4
5
9
104

28
27
10
2
2
7
76

% distribution % change
for Q3
(Q2 2015/16
2015/16
to Q3
2015/16)
36.8
-20
35.5
-28.9
13.2
-23.1
2.6
-50.0
2.6
-60.0
9.2
-22.2
100.0
-26.9
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PICTORIAL

The 2nd Private Equity and Venture Captical Conference
at Serena Conference Center - 21st June 2016

PICTORIAL
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PICTORIAL

Investment Opportunities and Networking Conference and Exihibition
at Hotel Africana 22nd - 24th June 2016

PICTORIAL
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Investor Of The Year (INOY) 2015 Gala & Cocktail
at Hotel African 24th June 2016

PICTORIAL

PICTORIAL
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Investor Of The Year (INOY) 2015 Gala
at Hotel African 24th June 2016

PICTORIAL

PICTORIAL
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CARAV ELLE HSE SPECIFICATION
MINING &
EXPLORATION
HANDBOOK 2016

TANZANIA

AMAROK HSE SPECIFICATION
Fe a tur e s:
• Electronic Diff Lock
• KONI Suspensions
• SEIKEL Under Protection Plates
• SEIKEL Snorkel
• MAXXIS Tyres
• 2.0 TDI – Turbo and Intercooled
Diesel Engine with 103kw and
340Nm of Torque
• ROPS
• Roll Bar with LED Light
• Bed Liner
• Heady Duty Seat Cover
• TJM Bullbar (Airbag Compatible)

MINING & EXPLORATION HANDBOOK TANZANIA 2016

With presence in 5 East African countries, Cradle Communication publishes various
magazines and handbooks that provide the public and business organizations
eith information that matters. In addition, our small team of experts provides
communication and marketing support services to private sector companies, NGOs
and government institutions.

Issue 4

CIVIL SOCIETY
HANDBOOK
PO Box 40798, Dar es Salaam
Tel: +255 22 2861040
Mobile: +255 754 33 88 33 / 784 55 14 44
Email: tahmed@cfao.com
www.volkswagen.co.tz

Commercial
Vehicles

photo: Trevor Snapp/Bloomberg

A guide to Civil Society Organisations operating in Tanzania

CIVIL SOCIETY
HANDBOOK

EAST AFRICAN GOV ERNM ENTS HANDBOOK 2014

UGANDA

www.cradlecommunication.com

2014

East African
Governments
Handbook

Europe’s
Best Airline

Build them a
house you will
be proud to
call home

Make your home future-proof with Multipurpose Cement.
Build a home that lives up to your dreams. When you
build a home, build it with Multipurpose Cement from
Hima, that is reliable and trusted to build durable
structures. Because homes are built to last forever.
For more information visit www.lafarge.co.ug

Homes are built to last forever

